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Dear retailers,
Dear readers,
With two challenging years behind us, normality is gradually returning to the
winter sports industry. We are feeling extremely motivated and are looking forward to a successful winter season.
Due to extended development and production times, we are now increasingly
relying on NOOS items. But there are also some new innovations on the shelves
this winter. We know it is not always easy for customers to sort through the huge
range of products out there to find the right one for them.
That‘s why we at ZIENER believe that sound customer advice from specialist
retailers is extremely important. This should always be up to date and oriented
towards the latest products and technologies. So we are keen to make sales
advice for our products easier at the point of sale with the help of our specialist
retailer training brochure.

In the glove section we start with concise knowledge about gloves and a detailed explanation of the ZIENER Shield System – a classification system for our
gloves’ properties. We have also developed a Glove Guide especially for ZIENER
products, which is intended to make searching for the right style even easier. In
the second part, we discuss the properties of ZIENER garments based on specific target groups and areas of application and explain the corresponding use
of materials. Last but not least, there are care instructions for our products and
general information about our quality management.
If you have any questions or suggestions regarding our training system or products, please do not hesitate to e-mail us at info@ziener.training.com. We hope
you enjoy reading it and that it provides you with the best possible support for
your work.
Sporty greetings from Oberammergau,

You can find specific product information on the complete ZIENER Winter Collection 2022/2023 over the following pages, as well as detailed background
knowledge on the latest clothing technologies.
Daniel Ziener and your ZIENER Team
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SUSTAINABILITY IS THE FOCUS
FOR OUR NEW COLLECTION
The importance of sustainability and environmental protection is
more relevant now than ever. We devoted special attention to this
issue in the new collection. Whether we’re skiing down pistes or
cross-country: we all love winter sports and get ting exercise in
the fresh air and nature. So it is only natural that we want to protect
our precious environment. That ‘s exactly what we‘re doing with
our new collection, which is another step towards the future and
environmental awareness.

CLIMATE-NEUTRAL COMPANY
We appreciate our beloved nature in the Upper Bavarian Alps. Due to our
location in Oberammergau, we come into contact with the most beautiful
nature every day - forests, meadows and peaks. This is exactly why we
know how important it is to treat our habitat with respect, to conserve resources and to live mindfully. In times when we can noticeably perceive
the climate changes, it is important that everyone is committed to the
environment and becomes active. In line with our climate protection philosophy, we rely on sustainable materials such as Lavalan® Alpinewool,
Sympatex® and many more in the development of our products.
We are very proud that ZIENER can call itself a climate-neutral company. Since 2020, ClimatePartner has been calculating an annual carbon
footprint for our location in Oberammergau, our website and selected
glove models - the greenhouse gas emissions determined are now offset
by nationally and internationally recognized climate protection projects.
The climate neutrality is traceable for everyone via ZIENER‘s Climate ID
Tracking (13338-1910-1001).

DEFINITION CARBON NEUTRALITY
Carbon neutrality means that the carbon footprint of a company, product,
service or event has been calculated on the basis of internationally recognised standards and fully offset by supporting international climate
action projects.
ClimatePartner‘s label „carbon neutral“ certifies that unavoidable greenhouse gas emissions have been offset. For the sake of legibility, all emissions are referred to as CO2 emissions and measured in tonnes of CO2.
By this, we mean CO2 equivalents, i. e. all relevant greenhouse gases.

WHAT DOES CLIMATE-NEUTRAL MEAN BY ZIENER?
1. Calculate carbon emissions
Together with ClimatePartner, we calculated all the carbon emissions
arising at the facility in Oberammergau and as a result of the production
of the Ex4 collection.
2. Avoid and reduce CO2
In Oberammergäu, we get emission-free green power. We focus on durability and high-quality materials for our products.
3. Offset carbon emissions
We offset all our unavoidable emissions through our forest conservation
carbon offset project in Mongolia, international carbon offset project
combinded with additional regional commitment and forest protection
Mataven in Colombia . Further information on offsetting greenhouse gas
emissions can be found under climate protection projects.
4. Marked as climate neutral
Selected products are climate-neutral with the Climate Partner label.
Which gloves are climate neutral can be found HERE. The CO2 offset
can be tracked via ZIENER‘s Climate ID Tracking - TÜV Austria certified.
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1.1 PROTECTION & COMFORT FOR OUR HANDS – THE KEY FACTS
Perfect winter gloves should be highly functional on both the inside and the
outside. They must keep hands warm and dry; be breathable and provide protection from wind and damp. In addition to this, gloves should satisfy the specific
requirements in the relevant area of winter sport use. Thanks to the coordination
of individual quality criteria such as functionality and optimum climate control;
fashionable design and target group-oriented product lines winter gloves have
become valuable, highly functional sports accessories. Here are the four most
important requirements:

01
25 million times:
bending & stretching

02

04

Comfort range between
25°C – 35°C

Waterproof
thanks to membranes

03
Up to 10 ml
sweat per hour

SUMMARY:
ZIENER has developed the so-called ShieldSystem to make it easier to present
these characteristics and functions in the retail environment.
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01

02

25 million times:
bending & stretching

Comfort range between
25°C – 35°C

Our hands – a complex structure made up of muscles, tendons, bones and
ligaments – enable us to grasp and feel objects. In the course of our lives every
one of us will bend and stretch our hands approx. 25 million times. During the
winter in particular we need to use gloves to protect our hands so that their
functioning is not impaired or, worst case, they are damaged.

When ambient temperatures are low, our hands and feet are the first to get cold.
This is due to the way in which blood circulates around our bodies. When blood
vessels are subjected to cold, they contract to minimize heat loss. Since our
internal organs need a constant flow of blood, the first blood vessels to contract are the ones at the extremities of our bodies, such as hands and feet. High
quality gloves protect us from the cold and keep our hands at a body temperature
of 25°C to 35°C. Our bodies are able to maintain their full sporting performance
at this comfort range.

03

04

Up to 10 ml
sweat per hour

Waterproof
thanks to membranes

Our bodies lose their thermal balance as soon as they start to sweat or feel
cold. They cool us down by sweating to protect us from overheating. Just 5ml of
hand sweat is enough to cool the hand by about 3 degrees Celsius. On average,
sportspeople doing winter sports produce about 10ml sweat during one hour’s
skiing with the result that moisture also comes from inside clothing. If this sweat
remains under the ski glove’s insulating layer, then the hand quickly becomes
cold because of the increased heat conduction.

When we go skiing our hands experience wet conditions for prolonged periods of
time. When this moisture penetrates into the inside of the glove it loses its insulating properties and thus its thermal capacity. Wet textiles lose heat three times
faster than dry ones. Functional gloves provide protection against wet conditions,
are waterproof thanks to a membrane and keep the insulating layer dry.

Functional gloves keep our hands dry and, thanks to their high breathability
(which should actually be called ‘water vapour permeability’), are able to wick
away sweat from the inside to the outside more easily.
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1.2 ZIENER SHIELD SYSTEM
Together with the ZIENER IconPedia, the ZIENER ShieldSystem forms the
basis for professional advice to customers. The ShieldSystem is a classification system which highlights the product’s most important function. Every
“Shield” uses a wide range of functional materials to achieve the desired
Shield/protective effect. Depending on the area of use two ShieldSystems
may also work in tandem to achieve the desired functional comfort. The
ZIENER IconPedia highlights products’ relevant technical details and their
key functions.

The ZIENER ShieldSystem is sub-divided into six functional units. It includes
the four proprietary ZIENER technologies (ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY,
AQUASHIELD ®, THERMOSHIELD ® & PROTECTSHIELD ®) and is supplemented
by the GORE-TEX & GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ technologies.
To make the sale and selection of the product easier in the retail environment, all
ZIENER gloves are supplied with a colour-coded header card (tag). This identifies the gloves’ corresponding functional unit.

GLOVE TECHNOLOGY
GLOVES

AQUASHIELD ®
GLOVES

THERMOSHIELD ®
GLOVES

PROTECTSHIELD ®
GLOVES

Perfect fit and high wearing
comfort, to guarantee best
possible function for all
winter sport activities.

The water- and windproof
AQUASHIELD ® Membrane –
ensures a warm & dry climate.

Extra-warm properties
ensure a high level of wearing
comfort – even under extreme
conditions.

Strategically incorporated
protectors.
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GLOVE TECHNOLOGY
GLOVES

AQUASHIELD ®
GLOVES

Perfect fit and high wearing
comfort, to guarantee best
possible function for all
winter sport activities.

The water- and windproof
AQUASHIELD ® Membrane –
ensures a warm & dry climate.

1.2.1

ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY

Perfect fit and high wearing comfort, to guarantee best possible function for all
winter sport activities.
All ZIENER gloves have this technology. They can be supplemented with the ZIENER
AQUASHIELD ®, ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® and ZIENER PROTECT- SHIELD ®.

1.2.2

ZIENER AQUASHIELD ®

The water- & windproof AQUASHIELD® Membrane – ensures a warm & dry climate.
The ZIENER AQUASHIELD® identifies products which have a ZIENER AQUASHIELD® membrane and are thus waterand windproof, ensuring a warm and dry
climate. The sponge-like structure allows water vapour to escape through the
membrane to the outside while preventing water from penetrating to the inside.
High quality gloves should be waterproof to protect the wearer’s hands from moisture and to avoid heat being lost.
This in turn makes them comfortable to wear. Rain or snow can cause moisture
to form on the outer surface, while sweat can make the inside damp. How much
water vapour can escape through the glove to the outside depends not only on their
material characteristics and resistance to vaporization but also on external weather conditions. Permeability differs widely depending on the relationship of body
temperature to external temperature. This determines whether vapour escapes or
condenses inside the glove.
This effect is completely unrelated to the material. The lower external temperatures
encountered in winter sports mean that the condensation point is almost always
inside the glove.

The white layer is the
AQUASHIELD ®
membrane
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THERMOSHIELD ®
GLOVES
Extra-warm properties
ensure a high level of wearing
comfort – even under extreme
conditions.

1.2.3

1.2.3.1 EXTRA WARM

ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ®

Extra-warm properties ensure a high level of wearing comfort – even under extreme conditions.
Our extremities get cold particularly quickly, so protection of the hands against
low external temperatures is crucial in winter sports. An important factor in the
thermal insulation characteristics of the chosen insulating material is how well
it keeps warmth in. The creation of warming air pockets provides protection
against the cold and, in addition to this, enhances breathability. Key in this context is the more air pockets the gloves can create, the warm they will be since air
is the best heat insulator. The outer material and padding ensure the insulating
function.
When selling and buying gloves it is thus important to pay attention to the varying
insulating characteristics which they can have in order to ensure that the wearer
experiences an optimum feeling of warmth in line with the chosen purpose.

All gloves with maximum warming performance are labelled EXTRA WARM.
These gloves have a multi-layered structure made up of insulating materials and
linings such as, for e.g., PrimaLoft ® insulation oder LAVALAN / Alpine wool. In
combination with high quality functional outer fabrics and the water- & windproof ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® these material compositions ensure a high degree
of wearing comfort inside the gloves.

Multi-layered
structure made up of
insulating materials
and linings

Extra-warm
properties
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1.2.4.1 SNOWBOARD GLOVES

PROTECTSHIELD ®
GLOVES
Strategically incorporated
protectors.

1.2.4

ZIENER PROTECTSHIELD ®

Snowboarders often experience unchecked falls, which they use their upper bodies to check – particularly by stretching out their hands. As a result, 36% – 50%
of all snowboarding injuries are wrist-related fractures or compression or overextension of the wrist.
ZIENER has developed special lower and upper hand protectors to prevent such
injuries. They are ergonomically shaped and can be inserted into pockets on the
gloves designed for this purpose. Customers can choose between gloves with
lower hand protectors or with lower and upper hand protectors. A wide fixing loop
provides the protectors and wrist with additional stability.

Strategically incorporated protectors.

As a general rule snowboard gloves are made using extremely hard-wearing
materials. This prevents the gloves from wearing out quickly as a result of large
amounts of friction caused by contact with the ground and material.

This category includes sporty, highly functional skiing gloves for downhill racing and race-oriented skiers who feel comfortable among poles. There are also
snowboard gloves, specially designed for the needs of snowboarders who ski
both on and off piste. Includes special models for children and teenagers.

Snowboard gloves often have a special cut, known as the “rail finger cut”. It protects the finger tips, usually the weakest point of such gloves, with additional stitched reinforcing which extends from the inside of the fingers across the tips to the
outside.
All our snowboard gloves are CE marked. This means that they comply with the
provisions of the following European Directives:
Regulation 2016/425/EU for protective gloves. The safety instructions given
in the product documentation supplied with the gloves must be observed. Our
protectors only serve to prevent wrist or arm injuries and do not guarantee that no
injuries will occur.

PROTECTOR RACE
Knuckle protectors on the upper hand

PADDING
Impact absorption

PROTECTOR PALMSIDE
Integrated protector on the palmside of the glove

SUPER FABRIC
Extremely abrasion-resistant material to protect from border cuts

PROTECTOR PALMSIDE / BACK
Integrated protectors on the palm and back of hands

CE
Complies with Regulation 2016/425/EU as a protective glove
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THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS ARE USED WITHIN THE ZIENER
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO:

lavalan®
is the highly functional fibrefill made from European
virgin wool and ensures a natural climate without overheating.
ist die hochfunktionale Wattierung aus europäischer
Schurwolle und sorgt für ein natürliches Klima ohne zu Überhitzen.

lavalan®
is manufactured with natural
raw materials
besteht aus natürlichen Rohstoffen

lavalan ® is the highly functional fibrefill solely made from natural and renewable raw materials,
wool and corn.

lavalan®
is washable
ist waschbar

Wool is a technically advanced fibre made by nature that provides unmatched breathability
and a constant body climate regardless of activity levels or altering weather conditions.
Beside its thermoregulating properties, wool is capable to neutralize bad odours for a longer
use without unnecessary wash cycles. This makes lavalan the perfect insulation for everyday
life, travel and multiple day mountain adventures.

lavalan®
is animal friendly and mulesing free
ist tierfreundlich und mulesingfrei
lavalan®
is made of traceable European wool
ist aus rückverfolgbarer europäischer
Wolle
lavalan®
is solely produced in Germany
wird ausschließlich in Deutschland
hergestellt

lavalan ® ist die hochwertige Faserfüllung, die ausschließlich aus natürlichen und nachwachsenden Rohstoffen besteht, Wolle und Mais.

Wolle ist eine „Hightech-Faser“ aus der Natur, die durch ihre unerreichte Atmungsaktivität
besticht. Sie sorgt außerdem für ein konstantes Körperklima unabhängig vom Aktivitätsgrad
und wechselnden Wetterverhältnissen. Ein weiterer Vorteil neben der Thermoregulierung ist
die Geruchsneutralisierung der Wolle. Diese ermöglicht eine lange Verwendung ohne unnötige
Waschvorgänge und macht lavalan zur optimalen Isolierung im Alltag, auf längeren Reisen
und Bergtouren.
lavalan ® is the sustainable alternative to synthetic fibrefills and is already used in a wide range
of products like jackets, gloves, sleeping bags, ski helmets, home textiles and many more.
lavalan ® ist die nachhaltige Alternative zu synthetischen Faserfüllungen und findet bereits
Anwendung in unterschiedlichsten Produkten, wie Jacken, Handschuhen, Schlafsäcken,
Skihelmen, Heimtextilien und vielem mehr.

FOLLOW US

www.lavalan.com
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lavalan®
functional benefits
funktionale Vorteile

unmatched breathability
höchste Atmungsaktivität

active insulation
aktive Isolierung

odour neutralization
Geruchsneutralisierung
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PRIMALOFT®

PRIMALOFT® ACTIVE

PrimaLoft ® is a true heat professional and offers an optimal ratio of heat storage
to net weight. This sophisticated high-tech polyester fibre is extremely light,
robust, highly compressible, impervious to moisture and offers excellent insulating properties.

PrimaLoft ® ACTIVE Insulating Fabric blurs the line between insulation and
functional fabric and is specifically designed for highly breathable garments
that also provide lightweight warmth. The product is designed to provide
optimal moisture management during intense activity, so that you feel comfortable at all times. The mechanical stretch component allows additional
freedom of movement. PrimaLoft ® ACTIVE Insulating Fabric is made from
58-71% (depending on the design) post-consumer recycled content, without compromising performance. The material can be used both as a base
layer directly on the skin or as an insulating intermediate layer, making it
ideal for year-round use.

WHERE INSULATION MEETS FABRIC.

Blurring the line between insulation
and fabric, PrimaLoft® ACTIVE
delivers highly breathable garments
with lightweight warmth

FR Vous bénéficiez de vêtements chauds, légers et très
respirants grâce au PrimaLoft® ACTIVE, qui estompe la
frontière entre tissu et matière isolante
PT Mesclando a linha divisória entre isolamento e tecido,
o PrimaLoft® ACTIVE oferece roupas quentes e leves com
alta respirabilidade

T
AC
T® LOGY
OF CHNO
ALBRIC TE
IMNG FA
PR LATI
INSU
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Wasserabweisend

Atmungsaktiv

Komprimierbar

IT Calore senza ingombro, traspirante, asciugatura rapida,
materiale riciclato
RU Теплоизоляция без лишнего объема,
паропроницаемый, быстро высыхает, из вторичного
сырья

Leicht

JA かさばらずに暖かい, 通気性, 速乾性, 速乾性,
再生素材

Ultraweich

KO 작은 부피로도 뛰어난 보온성, 통기성, 빠른 건조,
재활용원재료

S
RIE

Warm ohne
großes Volumen

ES Calor sin volumen, transpirable, secado rápido,
contenido reciclado

CN 保暖不臃肿, 透气性, 速干, 回收成分

Warmth
without Bulk

E SE

Recyceltes
Material

DE Wärme ohne großes Volumen, atmungsaktiv, schnell
trocknend, recyceltes Material

Inspirados a partir de modelos estruturais
encontrados na natureza, nossos
tecidos isolantes proporcionam calor e
respirabilidade

OLV

Ultraweich

PT Aquecimento com volume mínimo, respirável, secagem
rápida, conteúdo reciclado

Inspirés de modèles structurels trouvés
dans la nature, nos tissus isolants sont à
la fois chauds et respirants

EV

Leicht

FR Chaleur sans entrave, respirabilité, séchage rapide,
matière recyclée

Modeled after structural benefits found
in nature, our insulating fabrics deliver
breathable warmth

IVE

Breathable

Fast Drying

Recycled
Content

Recyceltes
Material

H-8601 v3 8.20

INSULATING FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

PRIMALOFT® ACTIVE

INSULATING FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

EVOLVE SERIES
PRIMALOFT® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF PRIMALOFT, INC. IN THE US AND OTHER COUNTRIES. ©2020 PRIMALOFT, INC.
PRIMALOFT® EST UNE MARQUE DÉPOSÉE DE PRIMALOFT, INC. AUX ÉTATS-UNIS ET D’AUTRES PAYS ©2020 PRIMALOFT, INC.

The fine microfibres are welded together at millions of contact points to form a
closely meshed net that captures body heat while effectively repelling cold from
the outside. In addition to thermal protection, this synthetic insulation offers
similar compression properties but, unlike untreated down, remains puffy even
in wet conditions. Even when wet, the material retains around 98% of its insulating properties. The ultra-fine microfibres are specially treated and their surface
tension repels the water molecules so that moisture does not adhere to them.
Compared to other warming synthetic fibres, PrimaLoft ® keeps much drier, is
more supple and can be packed down into a smaller area. PrimaLoft ® is also
very easy to care for, abrasion-resistant and provides optimum compensation
PRIMALOFT® ACTIVE
in cold conditions. With 55% recycled fibres, PrimaLoft ® Gold Insulation offers
maximum insulation performance and at the same time stands for environmental
responsibility.

HT-8601

Warm ohne
großes Volumen

Wasserabweisend

Atmungsaktiv

Komprimierbar
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You don’t see the water
bottles that aren’t here.

Plastikflaschen, die es nicht
mehr gibt, kann man nicht sehen.

Since 2015, we’ve saved more than 430 million
plastic bottles from landfills and oceans, turning
them into high-performance insulation. All ZIENER
garments and gloves using PrimaLoft are made
with 100% recycled insulation.

Seit 2015 hat PrimaLoft mehr als 430 Millionen
Plastikflaschen aus Mülldeponien oder
Meeresumgebung in neue HochleistungsMaterialien verwandelt. ZIENER verwendet in allen
Kleidungsstücken und Handschuhen mit PrimaLoft®
zu 100 % recycelte Isolationen.

PrimaLoft® makes advanced materials felt by you
and the planet.

PrimaLoft entwickelt innovative Materialien, die
Mensch und Umwelt gut tun.

Seek the Unseen™.
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AMARA

POLARTEC ®

Amara is a non-woven fabric made up of fine synthetic fibre. Its resistance to
acids, heat and alkalis make it a popular choice. Amara looks like leather but
retains its grip even when wet or damp. It is extremely robust and breathable.

4-way-stretch material, highly breathable and wind resistant to keep your handy
warm and dry.
The ZIENER product portfolio includes two types of Polartec ® fabric.

PITTARDS ®
Well-known leather with extremely high performance. Light, flexible but still
robust and durable. The leather has optimal grip properties. It always remains
soft, non-slip and does not shrink after drying. It is also resistant to moisture
and excessive perspiration.

SOFTSHELL®
Softshell gloves combine protection against the elements with insulation and
are the ideal companion where breathability is particularly important. Thanks
to their elasticity they offer optimum freedom of movement and outstanding
tactility. Softshell laminates are usually three-layered. The outer layer is
water-repellent and consists of a hard-wearing outer fabric with good moisture
transfer properties. In the middle there is a wind- and water vapour-permeable
membrane. The inside of the softshell is made up of a heat-insulating fleece
material.

1. Polartec ® Power Stretch Pro ®
Polartec ® Power Stretch Pro ® stretch fabrics need dependable strength properties to consistently recover their original form after being pushed and pulled
during activity. If an elastic fabric structure is overstretched it becomes permanently damaged and loses the ability to regain its original shape and performance
qualities. This is why Polartec ® Power Stretch® Pro™ is engineered with greater
tensile resilience as a key feature of its construction. Reinforced elastic fibres
ensure the fabric consistently rebounds after every stretch.
Polartec ® Power Stretch® Pro™ has the ability to retain warmth without restricting movement or agility during activities. The outer surface is robust and
wind- and abrasion-resistant. The extra-fine microfibres remain dry, breathable
and comfortable. The fibres’ surface tension wicks away moisture from the inside, using hollow spaces to diffuse it across large areas of the outer surface.

2. Polartec ® Power Wool
Polartec ® Power Wool Polartec ® Power Wool is an innovative combination of
wool and synthetic fibres. A special thread weaving process allows the benefits
of both materials to be exploited. The next-to-skin side is made up of fine Merino
wool while synthetic fibres are used for the exterior. Wool is odour-resistant and
climate-regulating; synthetic fibres ensure resilience, shape-maintenance and
fast drying.

Softshell gloves with extra padding are
especially warm and dry thanks to their
high breathability.

Polartec ® Power Stretch Pro ®
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G-LOFT

THINDOWN

OPTIMAL BREATHABILITY (VAPOUR PERMEABILITY)

The world´s first real down fabric. Globally patented.
100% made in Italy. Thin. Light. Warm. Sterilized.

The G-LOFT® fibre combines the advantages of natural down with the robustness of synthetic fibre. Unlike down, the G-LOFT® synthetic fibre does
not absorb moisture, guaranteeing very high thermal performance even
when wet.
• 50% recycled polyester, 50% viscose
• Optimal warmth to weight ratio
• Highly compressible
• Perfect breathability and moisture management
• High thermal performance even in wet conditions
• Made in Europe

G-LOFT®
PREMIUM INSULATION TECHNOLOGY
„MADE IN EUROPE”

G-LOFT®
PREMIUM INSULATION TECHNOLOGY
"MADE IN EUROPE"

Das Beste, was eine synthetische Isolationsfaser zu bieten hat. Hinter
dieser Faser steckt ein jahrzehntelanger Entwicklungsprozess. Das
Ergebnis kann sich sehen lassen. Warm, leicht und atmungsaktiv –
auch bei extrem nasskaltem Wetter. Als erstes Isoliermaterial
kombiniert diese einzigartige Synthetikfaser die Vorzüge natürlicher
Daune mit der Unempfindlichkeit der Kunstfaser. Und zwar dauerhaft.

The best a synthetic insulation fiber has to offer. Behind this fiber is a
decades-long development process. The result is impressive. Warm, light
and breathable - even in extremely wet and cold weather. This unique
synthetic fiber is the first insulating material to combine the advantages
of natural down with the insensitivity of synthetic fiber. And it does so
permanently.

Aufgrund des „MEMORY-EFFEKTES“ kehrt die G-LOFT® Isolation auch
nach Belastungen immer in ihre einzigartig wärmende Ursprungsform
zurück. Damit wird eine optimale Isolation und Klimaregulierung
gewährleistet.

Due to the "MEMORY EFFECT", the G-LOFT® insulation always returns
to its uniquely warming original shape, even after stress. This ensures
optimal insulation and climate regulation.

Top Features:

Top Features:
ECO_MAX_BACK_FINAL_HI-RES.pdf 1 06.07.2021 09:05:01

• Optimal warmth-to-weight ratio
• Perfect breathability and moisture regulation
• High thermal performance in wet conditions
• Durable & easy to clean
• "Made in Europe"

• Optimales Wärme-Gewichts-Verhältnis
• Perfekte Atmungsaktivität und Feuchtigkeitsregulierung
• Hohe Wärmeleistung bei Nässe
• Strapazierfähig & pflegeleicht
• „Made in Europe“

ECO
MAX

G-LOFT®
ECO MAXDOWN

ECO
MAX

G-LOFT® ECO MAX

ISOLATION

Extremely warm, soft and light insulation made from natural down. Particularly
suitable for extreme & dry cold. Allied down is bluesign® -certified and contains
no allergens.

OPTIMALE ATMUNGSAKTIVITÄT
(DAMPFDURCHLÄSSIGKEIT)
C

OPTIMAL BREATHABILITY (VAPOR PERMEABILITY).

Diese spezielle FasermischungMbesteht aus 50 % recycelten PES-Fasern und 50 % Viskosefasern. Die speziellen innovativen, hochwertigen
Naturfasern sorgen für eine optimale
Balance zwischen DampfaufnahY
me und Durchlässigkeit.

This special fiber blend consists of 50% recycled PES fibers and 50%
viscose fibers. The special innovative, high-quality natural fibers ensure
an optimal balance between vapor absorption and permeability.

This special fiber blend consists of 50% recycled fibers and 50% viscose fibers.
The special innovative, high-quality natural fibers ensurean optimal balance
between vapor absorption and permeability.
CM

MY

TOP
PERFORMANCE

CY

CMY

K

HIGHLY
BREATHABLE

SUITABLE FOR
ALLERGY SUFFERERS

MERINO SHEEP WOOL

A down feather has a short quill with very soft, long and radially arranged barbs.
It has high elasticity. For example, if you squeeze a down feather in your hand
and release it again, it will quickly spring back to its original shape. Down is
VAPOR
MANAGEMENT
also lighter than other types of feathers. Its three-dimensional structure means
COMPACT &
COMFORTABLE
it can trap much more air than other feathers, which have comparatively flat
plumes with a pronounced quill. This thermal insulation property is measured
by the bulking or filling power; its insulating power is measured in CUIN, or
cubic inches.

VISCOSE MEETS
RECYCLED POLYESTER

Merino wool is so-called because it comes from Merino sheep and is known for
its fineness and softness. Thanks to its structure – fine, soft, highly crimped,
de-scaled and elastic – Merino wool has excellent functional properties. It is
a good insulator; wicks away moisture; does not smell and retains its shapes.
The thermoregulating and natural wool of the merino sheep otimally absorbs
moisture in the fiber and delivers it to the surface, that way the body keeps dry
and warm.
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GORE-TEX

GLOVES

Trusted protection and comfort.
Make more of every day.
Skiers, snowboarders, motorcyclists, and many more outdoor adventurers
trust GORE-TEX gloves to keep their hands protected, mobile, and comfortable.
As well as all being guaranteed waterproof, windproof, and breathable, gloves
made with GORE-TEX product technologies offer a range of additional benefits.
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GORE-TEX
ACTIVE GLOVES

GORE-TEX
GRIP GLOVES

GORE-TEX
PLUS WARM GLOVES

Extremely breathable.
Durably waterproof.
Breathe it all in – and out.

Outstanding grip.
Durably waterproof.
More confidence means
more adventure.

Highly insulated.
Durably waterproof.
Adventure doesn’t go
home early.

Whether it’s a fast-paced hike or an intense
day on the slopes, when you’re taking part
in active sports on cool days you need to
breath – and breathe hard. These are the most
breathable GORE-TEX gloves available. Even
during heavy exercise less heat accumulates
and less moisture is trapped in the insulation
so it remains drier. These gloves also offer
our GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise
and are totally windproof.

Confidence starts with grip. GORE-TEX grip
gloves offer outstanding dexterity and
tactility, which means you can keep on riding,
climbing, or skiing for hours – and stay in complete control. These gloves are GUARANTEED
TO KEEP YOU DRY™, totally windproof,
and breathable, so you will be protected and
comfortable in a wide range of weather
conditions, for a wide range of adventures.

If you’re heading out for a long day mountain
touring or just know you’ll be out adventuring
for hours when the mercury is low, you need
protection you can rely on. GORE-TEX plus warm
gloves are designed to keep your hands comfortably warmer and protected for longer. They’re
also totally windproof, breathable and carry
our GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise.

© 2021 W. L. Gore & Associates GmbH. GORE-TEX, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY, INFINIUM, WINDSTOPPER, GORE and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates

G O R E - T E X I N F I N I U M™
GLOVES

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
STRETCH GLOVES

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® GLOVES

Snug fit. Better control.
Made to keep on.

Totally windproof. Exceptional comfort.
Treat your active fingers better.

On for the cycle home. Off to use your phone. On for a weekend run. Off to tie your laces. Some gloves slow you down.
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ STRETCH gloves are designed to keep on.
The 3D-shaped and single-seam construction creates a unique
close fit. These gloves are also both durably windproof and
extremely breathable. So you’re always ready to get more done.

Numb fingers can ruin any day. GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER®
gloves block all wind, making them ideal for cycling or running,
or just spending a day out with friends. They’re also extremely
breathable, and feel great against your skin. So if you’re halfway
through a winter trek, or just rushing around town doing chores,
choose gloves that treat your active fingers better.
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SYSTEM
PARTNER

All glove models with
Gore-Tex ePE membrane
for Winter 22 I 23:
801207 GASTIL GTX
801208 GASTILO GTX
801199 KEALA GTX LADY
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1.3 ZIENER GLOVE INNOVATIONS
1.3.1

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF SKI GLOVES

801069 GANZENBERG AS® AW

Alpine Wool

upper hand pad

ZIENER
AQUASHIELD ® membrane

1.3.2

ZIENER LEASH

801033 Z-LEASH

upper material

leather inner &
upper hand

ZIENER Leash

Polartec ® Power Wool /
Fingerlining

801063 Z-LEASH

All ZIENER ski gloves have mechanism which can be used to attach a ZIENERLeash (Z-Leash). The leash allows gloves to dangle from your wrists and makes
them virtually impossible to lose. The Z-Leash can be purchased separately
from gloves. There are two variants:
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1.3.3

1.3.4

ZIENER DUO COMPONENT SYSTEM (DCS)

FREERIDE & TOURING HANDSCHUHE

801424 GASPAR AS ® PR

801078 GALLINUS AS ® PR DCS

The ski-touring and freeride glove collection is suitable for all skiers and mountaineers who love conquering summits. Each glove design meets the highest
demands and requirements at different temperatures: high breathability for the
strenuous ascent as well as warmth during the break at the top and the well-earned descent. Thanks to the reduction of irritating seams, the gloves are characterised by an excellent fit, high tactility and grip.
The ZIENER patented Duo
Component System (DCS) is a
combination between finger
and mitten glove.

The mitten can be
pulled over the fingers.
This doubles the heat
capacity.

The mitten can be removed out of the
glove cuff and can be stored back there
if needed.
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Click here for
Hier
gehts
the
explanazum
Erklärtion video:
video:

ZIENER GLOVES I 01
1.3.5

EX4 HANDSCHUHE

Getting outside, working out and being one with nature and its elements –that is what the new, sustainable Ex4
ski glove line is all about. The gloves are based on the casual design and tend towards being freeride-oriented.
The theme of sustainability is paramount in this winter glove collection: the use of recycled materials, C02-neutral, PFC-free and a repair service are key features of the new Ex4 collection. Whether you are looking for gloves
or mittens – here the freerider will find the right sustainable glove for the next powder ski day.

CONTAINS RECYCLED
MATERIAL
Almost exclusive use of largely recycled materials such as Sympatex,
Polartec® and PrimaLoft® in the
entire line ensures a sustainable and
environmentally friendly cycle.

CO2 NEUTRAL

REPAIR SERVICE

PFC FREE

ZIENER will replace or repair items
covered by the limited warranty ithin
the normal product life specified by
ZIENER. The product life is determined by customer service based on
the age of the product and the nature
of the defect. Damages caused by
wear and tear, improper use, abrasion or negligence are excluded from
the warranty, but can be repaired at a
reasonable price.

ZIENER’s PFC-free products completely dispense with environmentally harmful PFCs (per- and polyfluorinated chemicals). This means
that no harmful substances are released into the environment during
washing and wearing.

Selected products are climateneutral: all emissions are offset by
recognised climate protection projects. For this ZIENER is working
with ClimatePartner.
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1.3.6

ZIENER HEATING GLOVES

GERMO AS® PR HOT I black
801020 I 12

Scope of delivery:
• a couple of glove
• a couple of batteries
• one charger

Niedrige Temperatur:
Kontrollleuchte grün
Mittlere Temperatur:
Kontrollleuchte gelb
Maximale Temperatur:
Kontrollleuchte rot

[D] Heizdauer: 4-8 Stunden,
abhängig von der Heizstufe
und Außentemperatur.

[D] Einfaches, sicheres und
komfortables Verstauen der
Akkus in der Handschuhstulpe.

[E] Provides heat for 4-8 hours,
depending on the heating
temperature and outside
temperature.

[E] Extremely comfortable to wear
thanks to secure and easy
storage of the rechargeable
batteries in the glove cuff.

[F] Dureé de chauffe: 4-8 heures
dépend du niveau de chaleur
et température extérieure.

[F] Haut niveau de confort grâce
au positionnement facile et en
toute sécurité des batteries
dans la manchette de gant.

[I] Riscaldamento garantito per
4-8 oret, a seconda del livello
di riscaldamento e temperatura
esterna.
Low temperature: Control light green.
Basse température : voyant lumineux vert.
Temperatura bassa: spia di controllo verde.
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[I] Alto livello di confort di portata
grazie al collocamento semplice
e sicuro delle batterie nel
risvolto del guanto.
Medium temperature: Control light yellow.
Température moyenne : voyant lumineux jaune.
Temperatura media: spia di controllo gialla.

D] Umweltfreundliche, wiederaufladbare Akkus. Durchschnittliche Ladezeit von 6-7 Stunden.
Nach ca. 4 Std. sind 80% geladen.
[E] Environmentally friendly re-chageable batteries. Average chaging time is 6-7 hours. Charged
80% in approx. 4 hours.
[F] Batteries écologiques et rechageables. Temps de recharge
moyen: 6-7 heures. 80%
rechargée en 4 heures environ.
[I] Batterie ecologiche ricaricabili.
Tempo medio di ricarica di 6-7
ore. Ricarica all‘ 80% dopo 4 ore.
Maximum temperature: Control light red.
Température maximum : voyant lumineux rouge.
Temperatura massima: spia di controllo rossa.

HEATING GLOVES
für Winter 22 I 23:
801020 GERMO AS ® PR HOT
801021 GION AS ® PR HOT MITTEN
801130 KANIKA AS ® PR HOT LADY

ZIENER GLOVES I 01
HOW TO USE YOU THERMAL GLOVES
Please note:
Because the rechargeable batteries are only partially charged on delivery, they must be fully
charged before the first use of the heated gloves.
1. Charging device (charge batteries) / installation of batteries
Please follow the directions below to charge the batteries correctly:
a) Separate the battery plug connector in the heated glove (Attention: The heated glove must
be switched off!)
b) Connect both batteries to the charger.
c) Plug the charger into a power outlet (a red LED on the charger comes on signalling the
charging process). When the batteries are 100% charged, a green LED on the charger
signals that the charging process is complete.
d) Unplug the charger.
e) Separate both batteries from the charger.
f) Connect the batteries to the heated glove again and place them in the small pocket on the
inside of the gloves.
g) Switch on the heated glove using the button as needed.
This charging sequence must always be maintained. Otherwise, there is the possibility that
the batteries will not be correctly charged.

5. STORAGE OF BATTERIES
If the heated gloves are not required for a long period of time, (e.g. during the summer) the
batteries should be stored optimally. Please follow the directions below for optimal storage
of the batteries:
a) Switch the heated gloves on using the button (light shows green)
b) Select the highest heating level using the button (light shows red)
c) Do not switch the heated gloves off but wait until the display on the button goes out
(depending on the charge level of the battery, this can take up to a few hours)
d) The batteries are now completely discharged. Separate the battery plug connector from
the heated glove. Connect both batteries to the charger.
e) Plug the charger into a power outlet (a red LED on the charger comes on signalling the
charging process).
f) Charge the batteries for at least 2 to a maximum of 3 hours. Then unplug the charger.
g) Separate both batteries from the charger.
h) Do not connect the battery plug connector to the heated gloves.

2. START-UP

The batteries are now partially charged and are optimally prepared for a long storage time.
Make use of the supplied bag to store the heated gloves with the batteries and the charger.
Ideally, you should store the bag with the heated gloves and accessories in a dry, cool place
(max. +25°C). Before using the heated gloves again, please charge the batteries fully, as
described under point 1 “Charger (charge batteries)”.

Illuminated button
Hold the illuminated button for 2-3 seconds until the button, or rather the control light glows
green meaning that the lowest temperature setting is selected.
Tip:
When switched on, the system always starts at the lowest heating level = control light green
- Low temperature:
Control light green.
- Medium temperature: Control light yellow.
- Maximum temperature: Control light red.
3. SETTING THE TEMPERATURE
Hold illuminated button for 1 second to change the heat intensity (control light yellow: medium temperature). Continued pressing selects the maximum temperature (control light red)
and continued pressing activates the lowest temperature again (control light green).
4. SWITCHING OFF
Press down the illuminated button for 2-3 seconds.
The thermal system switches off and the indicator lamp goes out.

Technical data for ZIENER heated gloves
Every glove has its own serial number which ensures that the technical
production cycle is always fully transparent.
The average heating performances are:
High Heat Mode = Red Light
–> 3,5 – 4h
Medium Heat Mode = Yellow Light –> 4,5 – 5h
Low Heat Mode = Green Light
–> 5,5 – 8h
The system is based on a unique heating plate with highly developed textile
heating elements.
The rechargeable lithium/polymer battery is CE tested with 2200 mAh /
7.4 V / 16.28 Wh and a weight of 86g/battery.
The battery’s initial charging time is 6 hours; following this
recharging takes 2 – 6 hours depending on battery’s discharge status.

Click here
for the
explanation
video:

Differing charging times are possible for the car charger.
After approx. 400 charging cycles the battery will still have approx.
70% of its original capacity. The battery has a 6-month guarantee.
The charger complies with technical standards for the European market.
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1.4 SALES PITCH FOR ZIENER GLOVES
1.4.1

AQUA
SHIELD ®

THERMO
SHIELD ®

AQUA
PROTECT
SHIELD ®

WHAT REQUIREMENTS MUST WINTER
SPORTS GLOVES MEET?

Gloves should fit in color to the outfit, not be too expensive and keep warm.
But is that all?
THERMO
SHIELD ®

AQUA
SHIELD ®

THERMO
SHIELD ®

AQUA
SHIELD ®

PROTECT
SHIELD ®

AQUA
SHIELD ®

Modern gloves can deliver a lot more. Here is a recap of the key requirements
for skiing gloves:
Climate control
Breathable
Windproof
Comfortable to wear
Attractive & also competitively priced

Good tactility
Waterproof
THERMO
SHIELD ®

All ZIENER gloves are supplied with a header card (tag) which identifies the
corresponding function. This simplifies orientation when standing in front of a
sports store glove wall.

1.4.2

HOW DO YOU FIND THE RIGHT GLOVES?

Depending on their personal preferences and the physiological characteristics
of their bodies, winter sportspeople classify themselves into the following
categories:

Approximately 20% describe themselves as warmth seekers, of whom 75% are
women.
Depending on how you categorize your sensitivity to cold/heat, you will be
faced with a wide range of models and materials when trying to find your
perfect glove.

warmth seekers (feel the cold quickly)
hot runners (sweat quickly)
well tempered (balanced temperature)
Warmth seekers
20%

75%
25%
Ladies

Well tempered
50%

Mens

Hot runners
30%

80
70
60
50
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Do you sweat quickly?

Start
here

Do you feel the cold quickly?

No

No

Yes

WELL TEMPERED

(all the blue arrows are for you)

WARMTH SEEKER

(all the green arrows are for you)

(all the red arrows are for you)

You have the choice between

ZIENER recommends

GLOVES

GLOVES
What should your gloves
be like?
Water-repellent
and

MITTEN

What should your gloves
be like?

Water- &
windproof

Windrepellent

GORE-TEX
INFINIUM
GLOVES

You are a

You are a

You are a

HOT RUNNER

windproof

Yes

Water-repellent
and

You have two
options here

ZIENER
GLOVE
TECHNOLOGIE

Windproof

GORE-TEX
GLOVES

Water- &
windproof

Windrepellent

ZIENER
AQUASHIELD ®
GLOVES

You have two
options here

ZIENER
THERMOSHIELD®
GLOVES

Mehr
Griffigkeit?
More
tactility?

Extra
warmth?
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ZIENER
grip fit
Technologie
GLOVES

GORE-TEX
GLOVES +
Gore active
Technology

GORE-TEX
GLOVES +
Gore grip
Technology

GORE-TEX
GLOVES +
Gore plus warm
Technology

ZIENER
extra warm
GLOVES

ZIENER GLOVES I 01

Find the Alpine glove which is a perfect match to you now!
HOT RUNNER (sweat quickly)
All the blue arrows are for you
We recommend that customers with hands which sweat quickly or tend to have
a more even temperature buy gloves. In this context, they can choose between
waterproof and water-repellent models. The ZIENER product range includes two
types of waterproof gloves – ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® and GORE-TEX models.
GORE-TEX gloves are characterized by high breathability. Where GORE-TEX
isconcerned, we recommend choosing GORE-TEX + Gore active technology
because they are specially designed for even greater breathability, meaning that
they transport moisture away from the hands well.

ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® gloves are available in a choice of materials and with
different padding thicknesses. We recommend that customers whose hands get
hot quickly choose gloves with less padding. Our gloves with grip fit technology
offer additional wearing comfort in the shape of excellent tactility.
Our water-repellent gloves include the ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY category,
which is also wind-repellent, and the GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ category, which
is also windproof and characterized by high breathability. Grip fit technology,
supplied in combination with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™, ensures excellent tactility.

WELL TEMPERED (balanced temperature)
All the green arrows are for you
In this case, a lot depends on taste and personality. Some people like mittens, others prefer gloves. Both are available in waterproof and water-repellent versions.
Waterproof gloves are available in the ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® and GORE-TEX
categories, where by GORE-TEX gloves are characterized by high breathability.
Gloves with ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® in combination with ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® are warmer. In the case of GORE-TEX we offer a choice between classic GORE-TEX products and models with GORE-TEX + GORE grip technology
(outstanding movement & tactility for secure grip) and GORE-TEX + GORE active
technology (optimized for improved breathability).

Water-repellent models also include GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ gloves, which are
also wind proof and characterized by high breathability. Gloves in the ZIENER
GLOVE TECHNOLOGY and THERMOSHIELD ® category are, in contrast, windrepellent.
ZIENER gloves with grip fit technology offer good tactility.

WARMTH SEEKER (feel the cold quickly)
All the red arrows are for you
Customers whose hands get cold quickly should first decide whether they want
gloves or mittens and whether they should be waterproof or water-repellent,
whereby mittens are always warmer than gloves.

ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® or even the EXTRA WARM category, which meets
even higher requirements with regard to warming performance thanks to the use
of special materials (PrimaLoft ®, PrimaLoft Gold®, AlpineWool).

If they decide on waterproof gloves, then the ZIENER product portfolio offers a choice of ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® or GORE-TEX membranes, where by
GORE-TEX gloves are characterized by high breathability. In the case of
GORE-TEX gloves we recommend that customers with cold-sensitive hands
choose models with + Gore warm technology. If they decide on models with the
ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® then they should take gloves which also have the

If the choice is for water-repellent gloves, then we offer a choice between
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ (windproof) gloves, which are characterized by high
breathability, and gloves with the ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® (wind-repellent), which usually have an impregnated outer fabric or softshell material
in combination with PrimaLoft ® padding. GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ gloves are
also available in combination with the EXTRA WARM category for extremely
cold-sensitive hands.
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10,5
9,5

HOW DO YOU FIND THE RIGHT GLOVE SIZE?

9,0

Many manufacturers use the S – M – L – XL size system for their gloves.
This, however, means that it is often impossible to achieve a perfect fit:

How to measure correctly:

0,2
5,2
0,3

Variant 1:
Place your right hand on the orange hand outline:
Place your thumb and index finger so that your palm
rests on the black arrow’s starting point (red circle). (Page 35)
Don’t spread your fingers out, but place them as close together as possible.
The size is read using the lines at the widest part
of the back of the hand.
5,3

0,4

5,4

Problem 1: Too-small glove: Danger of cold bridges
Problem 2: Too-big glove: Limits movement and tactility

0,5

5,5

16,5cm

17,8cm

19cm

8,5

9

9,5

M
20,3cm

10

L

21,6cm

22,8cm

24,1cm

10,5

11

XL
25,4cm

26,6cm

27,9cm

10,5

9,5

9,0

11

:nessemeg githcir driw oS

15,2cm

8

S

2,5

HAND EXTENSIVE

7,5

2,0

7

XS

4,0

6,5

3,5

6

3,0

SIZE

5,5

SIZE

5,0

TIP:
Always get the customer to try the glove on! There should be a gap roughly
equivalent to ½ a fingertip at the finger tips to ensure that there is enough air in
the gloves and that no cold bridge can form. The motto in this regard is “better
too big than too small”.

GLOVES

& negel )nemuaD enho( snekcürdnaH sed elletS etsetierb eid mu dnabßaM
nessemba
eßörghuhcsdnaH = ßaM-hcnI

Variante 2:
Place the measuring tape around the widest part of the back of the hand
(without thumb) and measure
Inch measurement = Glove size

4,5

!!ehuhcsdnahregniF sla remräw remmi dnis egniltsuäF :tlig llereneG

ZIENER offers a choice of up to 11 sizes, depending on the model, ensuring that
gloves fit perfectly. The international unit of measurement (sizing standard for gloves) is the inch. If the customer doesn’t know his/her inch size, then we recommend
measuring their hand. Many sports stores have special sticks or hand templates for
this purpose.
You can download the template from our homepage (www.ziener.com).
A key element in the unique ZIENER fit is the ZIENER glove “shape”. This is
where our many years of experience are illustrated in a small but important
detail. Our gloves are pre-formed, meaning that the cut is adjusted to fit the
natural contours of the hand. It something which you cannot necessarily see
but can feel immediately.

rghuhcsdnaH enies mU .)mc 45,2 = hcnI 1( hcnI tsi )ehuhcsdnaH rüf mroN-neßörG( tiehnießaM elanoitanretni
.nedienhcssua sknil enolbahcS eid hcis nam nnak ,nednifuzsuareh

1.4.3

P eztipsregniF ½ enie .ac etllos neztipsregniF ned nA .nedrew treiborpna hcilztäsdnurg netllos ehuhcsdnaH :ppiT
.nnak nehetstne ekcürbetläK eniek dnu tsi nehuhcsdnaH ned ni tfuL guneg timad ,nies
.nielK uz sla ,ßorG uz rebeiL :tlig iebaD
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–

L

–

M

When measuring from a print-out
or on screen, the orange line
must be 5 cm long.

–

S

retsarneßörG mi ehuhcsdnaH nedrew nrelletsreH neleiv ieB
:hcilgöm gnussapnA elamitpo eniek t fo reba tsi timaD .netobegna

?eßörghuhcsdnaH egithcir eid nam tednif eiW

The hand
must be placed
directly on it

nekcürbetläK nov rhafeG :huhcsdnaH renielk uZ :1 melborP
t knärhcsegnie dnis lhüfegf firG dnu gnugeweB :huhcsdnaH reßorg uZ :2 melborP

Scale: 5 cm
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1.4.4

BRAND EXPERIENCE

1.4.5

A FINAL COMPELLING ARGUMENT

ZIENER focuses on sports which the company and its employees participate
in with great enthusiasm, as this is the only way to recognize and understand
product needs.

Sales argument: Gloves have long since become more than just a fashion accessory for winter clothing.
Every functional detail of ZIENER gloves has been brought into the collection by
active athletes. This provides you with lots of good arguments which you can
use to guide your customer through the sales pitch. You can rely on our brand’s
experience with products in all areas of use!

Thanks to the optimally selected materials; top workmanship and the tireless
integration of innovations ZIENER products offer the highest degree of functionality and are ideally designed to meet the requirements of each type of sport.
ZIENER places great emphasis on delivering good value for money. This is a
compelling argument which you can use to sell to and win satisfied customers.

Make your mark by pointing out the size adjustments and use the clear, compact
functional statements for ZIENER’s ShieldSystem in your sales pitch. The colour-coded header cards are an excellent aid in this regard.

Warm, dry hands are a key factor for a perfect day in the snow.

1.5 ZIENER CHILDREN‘S GLOVES
Children’s gloves are an important part of the ZIENER product portfolio. Where
children are concerned, it is particularly important to make sure that their hands
are protected against cold temperature, whether they are playing in the snow,
sledging or having their first skiing lessons.

wrist and ensures that gloves cannot be lost. Fasteners with extra-wide openings make the gloves easy to put on, while extra-wide Velcro fasteners offer an
optimum fit around the wrists.
The measuring tape or template can again be used to find out which glove size
is the right one. This winter collection sees our children’s sizes categorized as
follows for the first time:

ZIENER offers the “MINIS” glove category for toddlers. Parents must decide
whether they want gloves or mittens and whether these should be waterproof
or water-repellent. Our waterproof gloves include both AQUASHIELD ® and also
GORE-TEX gloves. Water-repellent models have ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY.
Almost all MINI models have a leash on the cuff which can be worn around the

GLOVES
SIZE
AGE
BODY SIZE

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

5,5

6

6,5

7

7,5

–

1

1-2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

80cm

86cm

92cm

98cm

104cm

110cm

116cm

122cm

128cm

134cm

140cm

146cm

152cm

158cm

164cm

170cm

176cm

SNOWBOARD

–

–

–

XS

S

M

L

XL

–

NORDIC

–

–

–

S

M

L

XL

–

–
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1.6 ZIENER MULTISPORT GLOVES
Multisport gloves are functional gloves which, thanks to their high-quality materials, can be used for diverse purposes. They are characterized by their high
degree of wearing comfort and can be used for any type of sport.
1.6.1

MULTISPORT GLOVES KATEGORIES

ZIENER offers four types of multisport glove:
MULTISPORT

NORDIC

BIKE

Depending on the category, the wearer must know what requirements the gloves
must meet and what he or she wants to use them for.

MULTISPORT
None of the ACTIVE or URBAN models are waterproof; they are only waterrepellent. e do, however, offer a choice between windproof and wind-repellent
models. The ones with ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY are wind-repellent. Windproof gloves have ZIENER WINDSHIELD ® or GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ labelling,
whereby GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ models are particularly breathable. Customers who would like warmer classic multisport gloves should choose specific materials such as softshell and PrimaLoft ®; these models include ZIENER
THERMOSHIELD ® labelling.

NORDIC

BIKE

Nordic multisport gloves are available in both waterproof and also water-repellent models. Waterproof gloves in this category are supplied with a ZIENER
AQUA-SHIELD ® membrane. The water-repellent models are available in both
windproof and wind-repellent versions. Wind-repellent gloves have ZIENER
THERMOSHIELD ® or ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY labelling. Windproof gloves have ZIENER WINDSHIELD ® labelling, sometimes in combination with the
ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® for greater warmth. We also offer GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ models, which are characterized by high breathability.

Bike multisport gloves are increasingly in demand. These are waterproof
as well as water-repellent too. Waterproof styles are equipped with either a
GORE-TEX or AQUASHIELD ® membrane. Water-repellent styles with GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ or the ZIENER WINDSHIELD ® are available in windproof versions,
sometimes in combination with the ZIENER THERMOSHIELD ® for more heating
power. Wind-repellent styles have ZIENER GLOVE TECHNOLOGY. In the bike
sector there are various styles for more grip with e.g. silicone coating on the
palm, or with padding on the palm for optimal cushioning.
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ZIENER MULTISPORT GLOVES

MULTISPORT

NORDIC

BIKE

Water-repellent

Windproof

Water-repellent

Waterproof

Water-repellent

Windproof

Windrepellent

Water- &
Windproof

Windrepellent

Waterrepellent

Windproof
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1.6.2

MATERIAL & TECHNOLOGY MULTISPORT GLOVES

In addition to the materials and technologies already described in the ski glove
section, others are used in the multisport segment.

AX SUEDE 
Breathable, quick-drying and hard-wearing PERFORMANCE SUEDE for
comfort and tactility.

CLARINO
Exceptionally soft and flexible synthetic leather. Noted for its improved grip,
durability, breathability and ease of maintenance.

CARVICO
A brushed technology textile that is particularly pleasant on the skin. The
brushing process increases the textile’s thermal insulation performance. The
natural moisture transport of this exclusive textile is suppor ted by its high
breathability and the bacteriostatic (anti-bacterial) treatment.

GRIP CONTROL
Non-slip coating for perfect grip in any situation.

MEMORY FOAM 
Dense & soft shock-absorbing foam padding which adapts
to the anatomy of the hand and reduces pressure on sensitive nerves.

SWEAT WIPER
Use of particularly absorbent material to wipe awaysweat.

VELCRO GUARD
Trimming along the sharp Velcro edge reduces damage to the
glove material and increases the ease of use.
FLEX SKIN
Extra soft elastical palm material with non-slip surface
structure.
WINDSHIELD ® 
The windproof, breathable & water-repellent
WINDSHIELD ® Membrane – protects the body against cooling down because
of the wind-chill effect.

FLEX SUEDE
Sehr weiches atmungsaktives suede mit hoher Flexibilität.


GEL
Comfortable gel padding.
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The ZIENER WINDSHIELD ® is a 3-layer construction made up of a water-repellent outer fabric; a windproof polyurethane membrane and an inner woven
fabric. The chilling effect caused by airflow or wind has a huge influence on
the surface temperature of clothing. Even at low speeds the temperature is
perceived as being far lower than it actually is. This is known as the wind chill
effect. When wind penetrates through fabric it destroys the warming microclimate between the skin and the clothing. Wind should thus be kept away from
the body without having an adverse effect on breathability.

ZIENER GLOVES I 01
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2.1 FUNCTIONS OF SPORTS CLOTHING
A comfortable body temperature when wearing functional clothing is defined
as being around 37°C. Our bodies are able to maintain their full sporting performance at this comfort range. Our bodies lose their thermal balance as soon
as they start to sweat or feel cold. They cool us down by sweating to protect
us from overheating. Ski clothing should be flexible in two respects. Firstly, it
should ensure full freedom of movement; secondly, it must be easily adaptable
to weather conditions and physical activity.

01
Water
&
windproof

02

04

Optimum fit, design
&
freedom of
movement

Breathability
&
heat regulation

03
Durability & ease of maintenance
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01

02

Water & windproof

Breathability & heat regulation

In the premium segment in particular a wind- and waterproof membrane is
standard as it is significantly more resistant to abrasion; noticeably more breathable and, above all, has a long life than coatings. ZIENER uses only ZIENER
AQUASHIELD ® or DERMIZAX® membranes.

Especially during skiing, you are exposed to a constant interplay between
sitting phases in the lift and physical activity at cold temperatures on the slopes.
The use of materials and the structure of the layers plays an important
role here in order to ensure the comfort range of 37°C in the functional clothing.

03

04

Durability & ease of maintenance
In the course of time, body welds are deposited on the inside of the clothing.
These attack the material and shorten the life of the textile. Regular care ensures
the optimal function, is easy to handle with the right care tips and extends the
life of the clothing.

Optimum fit, design &
freedom of movement
ZIENER clothing has been designed for specific target groups to ensure that
their differing requirements are met.

SUMMARY:
In order to serve all ZIENER target groups, it is not only necessary to coordinate the materials used, but also to adapt the products perfectly to their respective area of
use. Since competitive athletes have different requirements for functional clothing than recreational athletes, it is important to ensure they are appropriate for both. Heat
balance and ease of use are coordinated to provide the required functional comfort.
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2.2 COLLECTION OVERVIEW

SKIWEAR MAN

SKIWEAR LADY

Our men's skiwear ensures
you are perfectly equipped for the
winter. This year, as ever, our main
focus during
development was on high
functionality as well as the
latest processing techniques and
materials. The result is a high-performance collection that ensures
top performance
and stylish design on the slopes.

The SKIWEAR for women impresses with a mix of elegant, sporty and
modern designs with highly functional elements. Optimum wearing
comfort and freedom of movement
ensure you can be on your best
form when skiing. Material mixes
and figure-flattering fits not only
impress on the slopes but work as
a leisure look as well.

FREERIDE
MAN / LADY

ACTIVEWEAR
MAN / LADY

It’s powder time! This winter, our
new freeride collection provides
abundant deep-snow experiences.
The range scores points with
high-quality materials and a casual
look. The jacket designs can be
easily attached to the ski trousers –
so no snow can get in and you can
focus on perfecting your powder
turns.

The versatile and multi-sport
ACTIVEWEAR accompanies you on
ski touring routes, cross-country
skiing or snowshoeing in winter.
Highly functional, quick-drying
and warm yet breathable materials optimally support you for
winter sports. In addition to clever
features, you can expect a modern,
sporty design that will make you
look good off-road or on the trail.
In addition, all products in the line
are PFC-free and are designed to
be combined with each other for an
optimum layering effect.

#canyouridetheline
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BASE- & MIDLAYER
MAN/LADY

SKIWEAR MINIS
BOYS / GIRLS

The ZIENER base- and midlayers
are the perfect choices for any
winter sporting activity. Whether
they’re for skiing, ski touring,
cross-country skiing or cycling,
they’ll keep you constantly warm
with optimum moisture management. Innovative materials and
styles make every winter athlete's
heart beat faster!

Winter will be colourful and
cheerful with the new Skiwear
Minis’ design. The collection is
perfectly adapted to the littlest
ones’ needs (sizes 86–116) and
has a child-friendly style. These
products stand out for their use of
extremely warming lavalan® alpine
wool, soft fleece and abrasion-resistant Cordura material. So they’re
perfect for the next adventure in
the snow!

BIKEWEAR
MAN / LADY

SKIWEAR JUNIOR
BOYS / GIRLS

For all those who brave the cold
winter temperatures and don't want
to miss out on cycling: ZIENER
has further developed its Bike
Collection and presents a new line
for cold temperatures. It is perfectly
adapted to the needs of bikers and
impresses with an extra layer of
warmth combined with high functionality. Thanks to its warm lining,
highly visible neon colours and
reflective elements, nothing stands
in the way of rides along trails or
cycling to the office in winter!

In the children's collection, we
focus not only on casual and
child-friendly style, but also on
high functionality. The entire kids'
line is made of robust material and
has reflective elements. Besides
its functional properties, the textile
collection also has an important
ecological aspect. The line is made
of PFC-free fabric and, in keeping
with the motto "waste not, want
not", uses up material already in
stock for the goggle pockets on
the children's jackets. This makes
every children's jacket unique.
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10,000mm water column &
10,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability

2.3 ICONS DER BEKLEIDUNG
Front zip with chin protection

Fixed, adjustable functional hood
With 100g/m2 padding

AQUASHIELD ®
MEMBRANE

Hidden chest pocket
with zip

Chest pockets with a zip

Strategically taped seams

Mobile pocket

Goggle pocket – Large inner
pocket made of mesh material

Ventilation

Two pockets with
waterproof zip

PFC-free
Ski pass pocket

Adjustable snow guard

High-quality
soft Velcro

Elastic
inner cuffs
224202 TARPU MAN
38 silver beige dob
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Seam adjustment
with elastic cord

All features appear
in the left zipper strip

Hidden chest pocket
with zip

Ventilation
under the arms

Chest pocket

Fixed, adjustable hood

Mobile pocket

Adjustable snow guard

Ski pass pocket

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02

Two buttons to close

Adjustable waistband

Side pocket with zip
on the right leg
Elastic outer fabric for
optimal freedom of movement

DERMIZAX®
MEMBRANE

Strategically taped seams

Regular fit and ergonomic
cut at the knee

PFC-free

10,000mm water column &
10,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability
Adjustable snow
guard in the trouser hem

Reinforced
trim
224205 TITOV MAN
12.38 black.silver beige dob

Adjustable waistband

Side pocket with zip
on the right leg

Reinforced trim

Snow guard
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20,000mm water column &
15,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability

Particularly elastic, light and
flexible fleece with a soft inner
surface that warms perfectly.

Adjustable functional hood
with high collar

With 100g/m2 padding
SYMPATEX®
MEMBRANE

Hidden chest pocket
with zip

Chest pockets with
waterproof zip

All seams
are glued

Mobile pocket

Goggle pocket – Large inner
pocket made of mesh material

Ventilation

Two pockets with
waterproof zip

Ski pass pocket

Adjustable, removable
snow guard

PFC-free

Elastic
inner cuffs
224114 TARSI LADY
12.840 black.green mud
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Adjustable functional hood with
high collar

Two pockets with
waterproof zip

Ventilation
under the arms

High collar

Elastic inner cuffs

Adjustable, removable snow
guard

All jackets and trousers from the
Freeride collection can be combined into a one-piece suit using a
zip fastener if required.

Jackets & trousers can be zipped together to
form a one-piece suit

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02

Adjustable braces

Chest pocket with a zip

Elastic outer fabric for
optimal freedom of movement

Ski trousers with removable,
elasticated bib and adjustable waistband
Wool is a natural product that has proven itself
for centuries. It compensates for temperature, is
breathable, absorbs a lot of moisture, does not
charge electrostatically and is anti-odour.
Side pocket with zip on the left leg
SYMPATEX®
MEMBRANE
PFC-free
All seams
are glued

20,000mm water column &
15,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability

Adjustable snow
guard in the trouser hem

Reinforced
trim
224115-BIB TRESA
12.840 black.green mud

Removable, elasticated bib &
adjustable waistband

Reinforced trim

Jackets & trousers can be zipped together to Waterproof pocket on leg
form a one-piece suit
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Front zip with chin protection

The adjustable hood complies with the
DIN EN 14682 standard
for the safety of children’s clothing

With 120g/m2 padding
AQUASHIELD ®
MEMBRANE
Strategically taped seams
Mobile pocket
Goggle pocket – Large inner
pocket made of mesh material
PFC-free
Reflective elements
on the clothing

10,000mm water column &
10.000g/m²/24h membrane
breathability

Two pockets with
a zip

Ski pass pocket
Adjustable snow guard

High-quality
soft Velcro

Elastic
inner cuffs

Seam adjustment
with elastic cord

227907 AMELY JUNIOR
346 tie dye hot red

Reflective elements
on the clothing

Warming lining on the back
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Reflective elements
on the clothing

Large inner pocket made of mesh
material from stock fabrics

Elastic inner cuffs

Adjustable snow guard

Ski pass pocket

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02
Higher cut waistband at the back &
adjustable waistband

Two buttons to close

Two pockets with
a zip
PFC-free
Reflective elements
on the clothing
AQUASHIELD ®
MEMBRANE
With 100g/m2 padding

10,000mm water column &
10,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability
Slim fit

Snow guard
in the seam of the trousers

Reinforced
trim
227912 ALIN Junior
346 tie dye hot red

Adjustable waistband

Higher cut waistband
at the back

Reinforced edge protection &
snow guard in the trouser hem

Reflective elements
on the clothing
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The adjustable hood complies with the
DIN EN 14682 standard for the safety of children’s clothing

Reinforced chin protection

Reflective elements
on the clothing
Strategically taped seams
PFC-free

Buckle to secure
the glove in place
Two pockets with
a zip
Extra-wide zip opening
makes it easy to take on and off
With 120g/m2 padding
10,000mm water column &
10,000g/m²/24h membrane breathability
Lavalan® is the highly functional
padding made from European virgin
wool and ensures a natural climate
without overheating.

AQUASHIELD ®
MEMBRANE

227933 ANUP MINI
344 galaxy print

Buckle to secure the glove in place
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Reinforced chin protection

Removable, lengthadjustable foot strap

Abrasion-resistant trim on the
bottom

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02
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Fixed hood that rolls up &
extra-high collar

Soft collar lining
The windproof, breathable and water-repellent
membrane protects the
body from getting cold
and against the wind chill
effect.

Reflective elements
on the clothing

Made in Europe.
ZIENER AIRFLOW Ventilation
The multifunctional material
construction is very light,
elastic, durable as well as windproof, breathable
and water-repellent.

With 40g/m2 padding

This insulation technology is
the one and only micro fibre insulation which can be seriously
compared to down regarding
warmth, lightness and softness.
PrimaLoft ® even outperforms
down insulation: it‘s extremely
water repellent, breathable and
dries quickly, should it get wet.

Two side pockets
with zip

PFC-free
224178 NETA LADY
799 bot red

ZIENER AIRFLOW Ventilation
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Fixed hood that rolls up &
extra-high collar

Embossed thermal material

Reflective elements
on the clothing

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02

Soft collar lining
STORMFLEECE ® Pro is a unique patented single-layer technology that combines softshell and
fleece in one to create the right balance between
being breathable and being wind and/or water
repellent.

With 60g/m2 padding

Mobility through
stretchy outer material.
Ventilation openings
on the back

Reflective elements
on the clothing

Two side pockets
with zip

WINDSHIELD ®
MEMBRANE

Lavalan® is the highly functional padding
made from European virgin wool and ensures
a natural climate without overheating.
PFC-free
224280 NAKOS MAN
366 walnut

Ventilation openings
on the back

Reflective elements
on the clothing

Adjustable hood

Wool padding
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2.4 BASE- & MIDLAYER
Those who follow the multilayer principle when dressing for winter sports simply
cannot go without a warming middle insulation layer. Together with the outer
shell, it insulates against the elements and ensures we always feel toasty in our
winter sports gear. The base and mid layers in the ZIENER collection consequently feature both insulation and an optimised moisture management system. From
its technical hybrid jackets right through to its stylish organic cotton hoodies,
ZIENER endeavours to meet every requirement with a range of innovative
designs, materials and functions.

227158 JOKLA LADY
840 green mud
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The Mid & Underlayer collection combines classic, functional ski under layers
with hi-tech hybrid jackets which can be worn as single layers on warm days.
It also includes warm fleece jackets and trendy, functional hoodies as well as
streetwearoriented clothing for a colourful, technically high-quality collection.
All pieces are designed to coordinate with the winter sports specialist’s ski and
active wear collection and can also be worn with each other. The baselayers –
also known as 2nd layers – are perfect for wear under outer garments and over
ski underwear.

227253 JAKALU MAN
366 walnut

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02
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2.5 FITTING STYLES
MAN & LADY

Regular Fit – the comfortable cut
with that certain something extra

Slim Fit – the cut for skiers who
value style

Our regular fit trousers are suitable for every skier thanks to their
sporty, fashionable cut. You’ll have
plenty of freedom to move whilst
rocking an easygoing style on the
slopes.

Fresh and sporty: Our slim-fit
trousers have that wow factor, with
a cut that hugs and complements
your figure.
And you don’t have to sacrifice
functionality – thanks to our elastic
fabric, everyone can give their best
on the slopes.

KURZ- & LANGGRÖSSEN:
We know that some skiers may have very short or very long legs and so we have two models in our collection that come in short and tall sizes:
224206-B: TAGA MAN
224108-B: TALINA LADY
224109-B: TILLA LADY
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224206-L: TAGA MAN
224108-L: TALINA LADY
224109-L: TILLA LADY

224283-B: NEBIL MAN (Cross Country)
224287-B: NARAK MAN (Ski Tour)
224186-B: NABELLE LADY (Cross Country)
224190-B: NOLANE LADY (Ski Tour)

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02

KIDS

Regular Fit – For all casual junior
skiers

Slim fit - for the younger generation who want to outdo themselves

Our regular-fit trousers are perfect
for any youngster who gives it
their all on the slopes and wants to
achieve a laidback look. The sporty,
on-trend cut also gives the skier
plenty of freedom to move.

Youngsters between the ages of
10 and 14 grow up fast – and so
we developed our JUNIOR slim-fit
trousers just for them. They tick all
the boxes thanks to their slimline,
figure-hugging cut. And you don’t
have to sacrifice functionality –
thanks to our elastic fabric, you can
still perform well in those turns.
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2.6 MATERIAL & TECHNOLOGY GARMENTS
MEMBRANE SYSTEMS
In the vast majority of cases, the outer materials used for ski clothing are
waterproof and vapour permeable. Coatings, membranes or laminates such
as ZIENER AQUASHIELD ®, GORE-TEX and DERMIZAX® are used for this
purpose. In the premium segment in particular a wind- and waterproof membrane is standard as it is significantly more resistant to abrasion; noticeably
more breathable and, above all, has a long life than coatings. ZIENER uses
only ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® or DERMIZAX® membranes.
Thanks to technological developments, membranes have become ever thinner
and more elastic. Their advantages are even higher water vapour permeability and lighter weight clothes. This guarantees a comfortable body climate
as the membranes ensure that sweat can be carried away easily. The socalled ‘water column’ is an important guideline for water-, windproof and
breathable jackets. This standard defines how quickly the material allows

ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® 
The water- and windproof AQUASHIELD ® Membrane – ensures a warm & dry
climate.
The ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® membrane is a hydrophobic, microporous polyurethane membrane. Its sponge-like structure allows water vapour to escape
through the membrane to the outside while preventing water from penetrating
to the inside.
The ZIENER AQUASHIELD ® membrane is available as a two- or three-layer
construction. In the two-layer construction the woven outer fabric and the membrane on its back combine to form an inseparable unit. The lining and padding
protect the membrane with protection against dirt, abrasion and body fat on the
inside, while the outer fabric protects the membrane from the outside.
The three-layer construction is made up of the following layers – the outer fabric; the membrane and a wafer-thing fleece backing. The three layers combine
to form an inseparable unit. Because the membrane is protected by a woven or
knitted material on both sides, 3-layer laminates achieve an extremely high level
of breathability and the highest possible water column. In addition to this, the
firm bonding is extremely hard-wearing but still relatively light.
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water to penetrate. This is determined by exposing the material to water,
which presses onto the test fabric at a constant pressure. Measurements are
carried out to identify how long it takes for three drops of water to penetrate
through the fabric. Millimetres are used as the unit of measurement. Clothing falls under the European standard for protection against rain, which
states that fabric is “Waterproof (Class 2)” if can resist a water column of at
least 800 mm and “Waterproof (Class 3)” if it can resist a water column of at
least 1300mm. Most winter clothing can resist water columns of between 10
000mm and 20 000mm. ZIENER uses the following symbol and information
for millimetres of water column to identify the water column.

Water column & breathability
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DERMIZAX®

SYMPATEX®

DERMIZAX® -MEMBRAN-TECHNOLOGY a product of the Japanese high-tech
material manufacturer “TORAY” – For highest demands & long life durability

Sympatex®, a leading supplier of sustainable functional textiles, has developed
a special membrane that is 100% waterproof, 100% windproof and optimally
breathable – just like a second skin.

Extremely waterproof for all weather conditions
Highly breathable through optimized temperature control
Elastic for unrestricted movement
Extremely durable and made for maximum levels of use

SOFTSHELL®

WINDSHIELD ®

Softshell are true all-rounders. They combine optimum protection against the
elements with insulation and are the ideal companion for sports. Softshell are
robust and durably water- and dirt-resistant. In addition to this, they are highly
elastic; offer great freedom of movement as a result and allow a closer-fitting cut
to be achieved. Depending on how they are handled and the material used, they
are wind-repellent or, if a corresponding membrane has been included, even
windproof.

The windproof, breathable and water-repellent membrane protects the body
from getting cold and against the wind chill effect.

Softshell laminates are usually made up of three layers. The outer layer is water-repellent and made up of an abrasion-resistant, hard-wearing outer fabric,
which has good moisture transfer properties. In the middle is a membrane,
which is wind- and water vapour-permeable. Softshell constructions without
membranes are windproof and extremely breathable thanks to the way they are
woven. Materials with varying degree of heat insulation are used on the inside of
the softshell. Fleece is a popular choice for this purpose.

The chilling effect caused by airflow or wind has a huge influence on the surface
temperature of clothing. Even at low speeds the temperature is perceived as
being far lower than it actually is. This is known as the wind chill effect. When
wind penetrates through fabric it destroys the warming microclimate between
the skin and the clothing. Wind should thusbe kept away from the body without
having an adverse effect on breathability.

The end consumer can choose a softshell which meets his or her requirements
based on which characteristic is most important – wondrousness, breathable or
waterproofness.
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2.6.1

COORDINATION OF THERMAL BALANCE & USAGE COMFORT

Clothing must not only maintain the body’s thermal balance but also meet all specific functional sporting requirements by coordinating the materials used.

POWERSTRETCH PONTETORT0

STORMFLEECE ® PRO

An extra-elastic, light, stretchy fleece with a soft inside layer for optimum
warmth. The smooth external surface gives a hi-tech look, is extremely hardwearing and engineered to prevent pilling and snagging. The inside layer of Powerstretch fabric is brushed for pleasant wearing comfort. Pontetorto is bluesign®
certified. The bluesign® system is the solution for sustainable textile production.
It eliminates harmful substances right from the beginning of the manufacturing
process and sets and monitors standards for environmentally friendly, safe production. This not only ensures that the final textile product meets very stringent
consumer safety requirements worldwide but also provides the consumer with
the confidence that they are buying a sustainable product.

STORMFLEECE ® Pro is a unique patented single-lay er technology that
combines softshell and fleece in one to create the right balance between
being breathable and being wind and/or water repellent. The densely
structured single-layer material repels wind and water without the need
for any additional lamination. The single-layer construction also makes
the fabric more durable, even after many washes, and is lighter overall.

SCHOELLER
Innovative high-tech material that transports moisture outwards and warms
when it is cold. Not only is it durable, but it is also comfortable to wear and
gives the user plenty of freedom to move.
• long-lasting, high elasticity
• breathable
• hard-wearing and durable

POLARTEC ®
4-way-stretch material, highly breathable and wind resistant to keep your
hands warm and dry.

DUPONT SORONA

CARVICO
A brushed techno-fabric, particularly pleasant on the skin. The brushing treatment it undergoes increases its thermal insulation power, creating a sort of
protective cushion. Its excellent breathability and the bacteriostatic treatment
applied to this exclusive fabric, boost the natural moisture wicking process,
preventing bacteria proliferation and the consequent creation of bad smell.

CLOMAX® HALO Micro Down is characterised by its special thermal performance without added bulk. The material is compressible, offering comfortable fill power that retains its shape. It is comfortable to wear and has
that feel-good factor. The material also washes well and is environmentally friendly.

MICRO DOWN INSULATION
Extremely warm, soft and light insulation made from synthetic down
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PRIMALOFT® BLACK INSULATION – 100% PCR

PRIMALOFT® SILVER INSULATION

Representing a breakthrough in high-performance, sustainable fiber technology, PrimaLoft ® Black Insulation – 100% PCR is the latest eco-friendly solution
from the material scientists at PrimaLoft. Our 100% postconsumer recycled material is comprised of bottle chips that are reprocessed and spun into fibers finer
and softer than cashmere, delivering uncompromised loft and warmth. Lightweight in nature and designed with packability in mind, PrimaLoft ® Black Insulation – 100% PCR is your peace-of-mind solution for performance, comfort and
environmental responsibility.

Durable, warm and useful in many environments, PrimaLoft ® Silver Insulation
utilizes a proprietary water repellent finish to keep you warm when wet. A comfortable loft and feel provides warmth, while super-lightweight properties allow
freedom of movement for whatever your day may deliver. Excellent packability
frees up space for other gear. All these features combine to keep you in the
spot of comfort all day long.

imaLoft® Item #H-3039

esions Overall: 120mm x 137mm

Dimesions Finished: 60mm x 137mm

PRIMALOFT®
INSULATION
FR Souplesse exceptionnelle, chaleur sans entrave,
déperlance, respirabilité, compressibilité et légèreté,
100 % de matières recyclées

PRIMALOFT®IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF PRIMALOFT, INC. IN THE US AND OTHER COUNTRIES. ©2017 PRIMALOFT, INC.
PRIMALOFT® EST UNE MARQUE DÉPOSÉE DE PRIMALOFT, INC. AUX ÉTATS-UNIS ET D’AUTRES PAYS ©2017 PRIMALOFT, INC.

Warmth, softness and lightweight
comfort from post-consumer recycled
material

PT Alta maleabilidade, aquecimento com volume mínimo,
resistente à água, respirável, comprimível e leve,
100% de material reciclado

Chaleur, souplesse, légèreté et confort
assurés par des matières recyclées

DE Ultraweich, Wärme ohne großes Volumen,
wasserabweisend, atmungsaktiv, komprimierbar &
leichtgewichtig, 100% recyceltes Material

Calor, maleabilidade, leveza e conforto
provenientes de materiais reciclados

ES Suavidad superior, calor sin volumen, impermeable,
transpirable, fácil de empacar y ligero, 100 % de contenido
reciclado

Warmth
without
Bulk

IT Calore senza ingombro, calore senza ingombro,
idrorepellente, traspirante, comprimibile e leggero, 100% di
materiale riciclato

Superior
Softness

Warmth
without Bulk

Water
Resistant

Breathable

Packable &
Lightweight

100% Recycled
Content

RU Невероятно мягкий, теплоизоляция без лишнего
объема, водостойкий, паропроницаемый, легко
складывается и мало весит, на 100% состоит из вторичного
сырья

Lightweight

Packable

JA 柔らかさ, かさばらずに暖かい, 撥水性, 通気性, 優れ
た収納性と軽さ, 100% 再生素材

Superior
Softness

Breathable

CN 极其柔软, 保暖不臃肿, 拒水, 透气性, 易压缩 & 轻
便, 含 100% 回收成分

KO 탁월한 부드러움, 작은 부피로도 뛰어난 보온성,
발수성, 통기성, 압축/휴대성 및 경량성, 100%
재활용원재료

100%
Recycled
Content

Leicht

Ultraweich

Recyceltes
Material

N

H-3039 8.17

TIO
ULA

INS

8.16.17

Lightweight

Packable

Superior
Softness

Breathable

100%
Recycled
Content

Warm ohne
großes Volumen

Wasserabweisend

Atmungsaktiv

Komprimierbar

PRIMALOFT® ACTIVE
The light, ultra-fine microfibre fleece insulation material imitates the properties
of fur and thus guarantees effective thermoregulation with low volume and high
breathability. It therefore has a heat-insulating effect during rest or low activity,
while during heavy movement it is extremely breathable and dries quickly.
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lavalan®
functional benefits
funktionale Vorteile
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unmatched breathability
höchste Atmungsaktivität

active insulation
aktive Isolierung

odour neutralization
Geruchsneutralisierung

ZIENER GARMENTS I 02

lavalan®
is the highly functional fibrefill made from European
virgin wool and ensures a natural climate without overheating.
ist die hochfunktionale Wattierung aus europäischer
Schurwolle und sorgt für ein natürliches Klima ohne zu Überhitzen.

lavalan®
is manufactured with natural
raw materials
besteht aus natürlichen Rohstoffen

lavalan ® is the highly functional fibrefill solely made from natural and renewable raw materials,
wool and corn.

lavalan®
is washable
ist waschbar

Wool is a technically advanced fibre made by nature that provides unmatched breathability
and a constant body climate regardless of activity levels or altering weather conditions.
Beside its thermoregulating properties, wool is capable to neutralize bad odours for a longer
use without unnecessary wash cycles. This makes lavalan the perfect insulation for everyday
life, travel and multiple day mountain adventures.

lavalan®
is animal friendly and mulesing free
ist tierfreundlich und mulesingfrei
lavalan®
is made of traceable European wool
ist aus rückverfolgbarer europäischer
Wolle
lavalan®
is solely produced in Germany
wird ausschließlich in Deutschland
hergestellt

lavalan ® ist die hochwertige Faserfüllung, die ausschließlich aus natürlichen und nachwachsenden Rohstoffen besteht, Wolle und Mais.

Wolle ist eine „Hightech-Faser“ aus der Natur, die durch ihre unerreichte Atmungsaktivität
besticht. Sie sorgt außerdem für ein konstantes Körperklima unabhängig vom Aktivitätsgrad
und wechselnden Wetterverhältnissen. Ein weiterer Vorteil neben der Thermoregulierung ist
die Geruchsneutralisierung der Wolle. Diese ermöglicht eine lange Verwendung ohne unnötige
Waschvorgänge und macht lavalan zur optimalen Isolierung im Alltag, auf längeren Reisen
und Bergtouren.
lavalan ® is the sustainable alternative to synthetic fibrefills and is already used in a wide range
of products like jackets, gloves, sleeping bags, ski helmets, home textiles and many more.
lavalan ® ist die nachhaltige Alternative zu synthetischen Faserfüllungen und findet bereits
Anwendung in unterschiedlichsten Produkten, wie Jacken, Handschuhen, Schlafsäcken,
Skihelmen, Heimtextilien und vielem mehr.

FOLLOW US

www.lavalan.com
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X-Shape Technologie

2.7

PAD TECHNOLOGIE

2.7.1

X-SHAPE

X-Shape Technology
GEWEBE
XFT Quergewebe
FABRIC
XTF Cross Fabric

SCHAUMSTOFF
Offenzelliger Schaumstoff
Dicke: 4mm
Dichte: 40 kg/m3
FOAM
Open cell foam
Thikness: 4mm
Density: 40 kg/m3

Air System
- speziell perforierte Oberfläche
Mechanics Air System Perforation

MESH
Leichte 3D-Mesh-Unterlage
MESH
3D Light mesh support

SCHAUMSTOFF
Offenzelliger Schaumstoff
Dicke: 8 mm
Dichte: 120 kg/m3
FOAM
Open cell foam
Thikness: 8mm
Density: 120 kg/m3

GEWEBE
Trägergewebe
FABRIC
Support fabric
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HERVORRAGENDE
ATMUNGSAKTIVITÄT UND
LUFTDURCHLÄSSIGKEIT
Einsätze mit sehr hoher Dichte wurden für den Dammbereich so konstruiert, dass optimale Unterstützung
und Schutz sowie hervorragende Atmungsaktivität und
Feuchtigkeitsregulierung geboten werden.
Das bedruckbare, glatte Oberflächengewebe transportiert Feuchtigkeit von der Haut nach außen und
trocknet schnell.

GREAT BREATHABILITY
AND TRANSPIRABILITY
High-density perineal inserts are engineered for best support
and protection, plus great breathability and moisture management. The printable, smooth fabric topcoat transfers
moisture away from the skin and is quick drying.

MIT EINEM ZENTRALEN
KANAL FÜR EINE UNGEHINDERTE BLUTZIRKULATION
X-Shape wurde für die männliche Anatomie entwickelt,
mit einem zentralen Kanal, der die Blutzirkulation
begünstigt und den Druck bzw. das Taubheitsgefühl
reduziert.

DESIGNED WITH A CENTRAL
CHANNEL TO ALLOW BLOOD
FLOW
X-Shape is designed for male anatomy, with a central channel
to allow blood flow, reduce pressure or numbness.

GEOMETRISCHE DICKE
DER EINSÄTZE
Die neueste technische Innovation für diese Art der
Form ist die geometrische Dicke der Einsätze.
Mit der Aufteilung der Trägerelemente in 4 Teile können die Bewegungen des Radsportlers beim Treten
der Pedale angepasst werden.

GEOMETRIC THICKNESS
OF THE INSERTS
The latest technical innovation for this type of
shaping is the geometric thickness of the inserts.
Dividing the supports into 4 parts allows them
to follow the rider’s movement throughout the
pedal stroke.
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2.7.2

X-FUNCTION

HT 90 TECHNOLOGIES
Thanks to the HT90 moulding technology, the wings nestle against the body
at a 90° angle and adapt perfectly to any movement. This prevents pressure
points and irritation in the seat area.

Blazergewebe
Blazer fabric

V.F.C. VOLCANO FLOW CONCEPT
The pad made of V.F.C. foam is manufactured using a special industrial process. This process means the foam is optimally shaped without compressing
it, so it retains its excellent cushioning properties.
O.E. SYSTEM
The pad scores with soft edge transitions – for optimal fit and comfort.
Blazergewebe

BLAZER POLYESTER
The quick-drying polyester fabric offers a soft feel and ensures optimal freedom of movement. It is also breathable – for optimal performance on the bike.
BLADE SIGN TECHNOLOGIES
Using a complex three-dimensional cutting system, the foam is reduced at the
points where freedom of movement is needed. A high volume is maintained
at the support points. The differently padded zones thus ensure optimal ergonomics, high flexibility and excellent comfort. Blade Sign is a technology that
combines the TMirror solution, a flat surface with a special inserts support
created in opposite way, and lunettes molded 90° HT90, guarantee maximum
comfort for the cyclist.

Blazer fabric

HT90 Flügelform-Technologie
HT90 Wings Molded Tech
Blazergewebe
Blazer fabric

Offenporiger Schaumstoff
- Dicke: 4 mm
- Dichte: 60 kg/m³
Open Cell Foam:
- Thickness: 4 mm
- Density: 60 kg/m³
Offenporiger Schaumstoff
- Dicke: 8 mm
- Dichte: 80 kg/m³
Open Cell Foam:
- Thickness: 8 mm
- Density: 80 kg/m³
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3.1 WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ZIENER GLOVES
All ZIENER gloves have a washing instructions sewn into the seam and
which must always followed to ensure that the glove retain their function for
as long as possible.
MACHINE WASHING

DO NOT WASH

Please pay attention to the care symbols in the glove model you have chosen
to purchase.

Please pay attention to the care symbols in the glove model you have chosen
to purchase.

Gloves with this symbol can be washed with a gentle wash, e.g. a programme for delicates or an easy care programme, at temperatures of up to 30°C.
Please do not use fabric softener, chlorine bleach or wash-in waterproofing
agents. Pre-treat heavy stains, leave to soak, gently rub and rinse well in
clean water several times. Always close Velcro fasteners together properly
before washing, as well as any loops and zippers. Before washing the
gloves, make sure the Velcro fasteners are properly closed. Loosen elastic
ties; remove inner gloves if present. It is best if you can put the gloves in a
separate bag when washing them. After washing squeeze the water carefully
out of the glove, from the fingers to the wrist. Do not wring them! Gloves
should be first of all wrapped in a dry cloth, and then pre-dried by pressing
them gently. After that lay them down flat, and allow them to dry naturally.

Gloves with these symbols can be gently cleaned when soiled
with the help of a very sof t moist brush or with a moist cot ton cloth. For this
you should first moisten the sof t brush or cot ton cloth, and then carefully
rub the soiled part of the glove until it is clean.

HAND WASHING (WITHOUT A MACHINE)
Please pay attention to the care symbols in the glove model you have chosen
to purchase.
Gloves with these symbols can be gently cleaned when soiled with the help
of a very soft moist brush or with a moist cotton cloth. After that, you can
give the gloves a quick rinse by hand in hot water. Please do not use soap
cleaners, and squeeze the water carefully out of the glove, from the fingers
to the wrist. Do not wring them! Gloves should be first of all wrapped in a dry
cloth, and then pre-dried by pressing them gently. After that lay them down
flat, and allow them to dry naturally. Please do not use fabric softener, chlorine bleach or wash-in waterproofing agents. Pre-treat heavy stains, leave to
soak, gently rub and rinse well in clean water several times.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON CARE
The best way to deal with dirt, sweat, moisture etc. is to air clothing out well
after each use and leave them to dry.
You should never dry your gloves on a radiator or in the vicinity of a radiator
or heater. The dry gloves can be gently kneaded on the hand, in order to get
them back into their original shape. In addition, leather gloves and leather
inner gloves can be sprayed or rubbed with a leather treatment agent. They
should also be dried in fresh air, without any direct heating source, hairdryer, underfloor heating or tumble dryer. After washing, we recommend that
you impregnate them with a suitable impregnating agent of the kind standard
in the trade. DWR-impregnated models can be re-impregnated with a spray
or, depending on the care label, refreshed with heat (light ironing).
All gloves should only be stored in a completely dry state in a dark, dry and
dust-free place.
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3.2 WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ZIENER FUNCTIONAL
CLOTHING WITH AQUASHIELD ® & DERMIZAX®
It is important to wash functional clothing regularly in order to remove dirt, sweat and grease as well as also to maintain the membrane’s effect. Please check
the care label before washing any item as functional clothing is made up of many
different materials and it is crucial that is washed correctly in order to preserve
the product’s characteristics.
On no account should you use fabric softener as it makes the fibres expand, thus
destroying the membrane. We also recommend that you do not use washing
powder as it can clog the membrane’s pores. Bleach and chlorine can also damage textiles. We therefore recommend that you wash your clothing in a domestic washing machine using special washing detergents for functional clothing.
They provide the best care as they are specially designed for this purpose and
will not damage the membrane. They also have less impact on the outer impregnation. Please note that it is important to use washing detergent sparingly – in
this case, more is not better.
HOW TO WASH
At 30°C on a gentle or wool cycle. Use a low spin speed. Turn the clothing inside
out and close all zipper and Velcro fastenings. Do not load the washingmachine
to full capacity – this is better as it reduces the mechanical strain on the materials. If possible, use a second rinse cycle to ensure that all washing detergent
residues are removed.
HOW TO DRY
Allow the clothing to drip dry for a short time before placing it in the tumble
dryer. Following drip drying, you can either tumble dry the item for 20 minutes
(gentle cycle ata low revolution speed) or iron it at the lowest setting without
steam. Please note that it is crucial that you place a towel between the clothing
and the iron when ironing. The warmth from the dryer or iron reactivates the
clothing’s water-repellent impregnation.
CORRECT IMPREGNATION
Even the best clothing needs to be reimpregnated at some point. We recommend
that you use a spray product on the outside of the clothing only, as impregnation
in the washing machine can have a negative effect on breathability. When re-impregnating clothing please always follow the manufacturer’s instructions. When
you have finished the process, you can either tumble dry or iron the item on a
warm setting. Please note that functional materials react sensitively to the aggressive substancescontained in stain removers and similar products. We therefore
recommend that you first test stain remover on the inside of the jacket or, in cases
of doubt, leave the stain untreated rather than destroying the fabric.
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3.3 CARE SYMBOLS
WASHING

DRYING
Do not wash

Do not tumble dry

Articles marked in this way must not be washed. They may be
sensitive to any kind of wet treatment or be unsuitable for washing
in a domestic washing machine because of their size.

Articles unsuitable for tumble drying.

Mild drying processes
Caution is appropriate when tumble drying. Select mild process
with reduced thermal action (temperature, duration of treatment).

Hand wash
Hand wash at a water temperature between 30°C and a maximum
of 40°C, depending on the particular article. First dissolve a fine
detergent in plenty of water. Allow the textiles to float in the solution and agitate carefully. Do not rub, pull and wring out. Then rinse
the textiles well, press the superfluous water out carefully and pull
into shape. Treat coloured and sensitive pieces rapidly and do not
leave lying in the wet state.

Normal drying processes
Drying in the tumble dryer is possible under normal load without
limitations.

Flat drying

30°C very mild fine wash
Articles made, e.g. of machine-washable wool. This washing
cycle ensures a much reduced mechanical treatment. Select an
appropriate washing program. Reduce the quantity of laundry
substantially.

Drip flat drying

30°C mild fine wash
For articles, e.g. in modal, viscose, polyacryl, polyester and
polyamide. Reduce the quantity of laundry. Select an appropriate
washing program. Avoid spinning or do spin for short periods only
to minimise the risk of creasing.

IRONING
No ironing
Irreversible changes must be expected if an iron is used.

40°C mild wash
No hot ironing

Fine laundry, e.g. in modal, viscose, synthetic fibres (polyacryl,
polyester and polyamide). Reduce the quantity of laundry. Select
a suitable washing program. Prewash only heavily soiled textiles.
Avoid spinning or do spin for short periods only to minimise the risk
of creasing.

Iron at maximum sole plate temperature of 110 °C. Corresponding
to the “Polyacryl, polyamide (nylon), acetate” setting: if necessary,
shiny or pressure-sensitive pieces should be ironed with a press
cloth or inside out. Caution when using steam irons (as a rule, work
without steam).

Iron at moderate temperature
Iron at maximum sole plate temperature of 150 °C. Corresponding to
the “wool/silk/polyester/viscose” setting: iron under a moderately moist intermediate cloth. A steam iron can be used. Avoid heavy pressure.

PROFESSIONAL TEXTILE CARE

Do not dry-clean
No professional dry-cleaning allowed. Do not use stain removers
which contain solvents.

Do not wet-clean
No professional wet-cleaning allowed.

BLEACHING
Do not bleach
The triangle with a diagonal cross (St. Andrews Cross) indicates
that bleaching is not allowed. Use only bleach-free detergent.
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3.4 GENERAL INFORMATIONS & MATERIAL ABBREVIATIONS

CLY = LYOCELL
Lyocell – also known as Tencel – is a so-called ‘man-made cellulose fibre’, i.e.
a fibre industrially produced from natural raw materials. It is made of wood from
sustainable forestry and is biodegradable. It is mainly known for its increased
moisture absorption, as it absorbs about 50% more water than cotton. Thus,
the fabric is much more breathable, as moisture is absorbed by the fibres and
wicked away.

Due to their low density, polyacrylic fibres are very light, absorb little moisture
and therefore dry very quickly.

CO = COTTON
Cotton is a very absorbent, skin-friendly, long-lasting and low-maintenance
material which is extremely resistant to heat.

PLA = POLYLACTID
Polyactides are linear polyesters made from polymerised lactic acid extracted
from plant starch. As they can be made from renewable materials, polyactides
can be used as an ecological alternative to mineral-oil based plastics in certain
instances. However, the material is currently expensive to produce. The material’s main characteristics: it absorbs minimal moisture & is highly-resistant to
UV rays.

CU = COPPER
As a relatively soft metal, copper is both tough and easy to shape. As an excellent conductor of heat and electricity, copper has many uses and is also one
of the coinage metals. As a weakly reactive heavy metal, copper is sometimes
listed as a precious metal.
CV = VISKOSE
Viscose is both soft and breathable, meaning that it is a very popular fabric
in the fashion industry. The material is suitable for those suffering from
allergies, doesn’t pill and is very good at absorbing sweat. The fibre is
also light, yet hard-wearing. Viscose looks like cotton, but is significantly
shinier. Compared to cotton, it is softer to the touch, almost silky in fact,
and has a better flow.
EL = ELASTANE
Elastane is a synthetic fibre and, most of the time, it is mixed together with
other fibres. Thanks to its stretchability, the material is very versatile.
NY = NYLON
Nylon, a synthetic polymer material, is a trade name for polyamides. It was the
first fully synthetic fibre and the first synthetic fibre made exclusively from inorganic substances such as carbon, water and air. Nylon is particularly easy
to care for, hard-wearing, does not crease and dries quickly. This makes nylon
ideal as a material for robust sporty garments.
PA = POLYAMIDE
Polyamides are waterproof and dry very quickly.
PAN = POLYACRYLIC
Like polyester, polyacrylic is a petroleum-based synthetic fibre consisting of
polymerised acrylic fibres. Polyacrylic fibres are bulky, voluminous, have woollike properties and are therefore often mixed with wool: In combination with
polyacrylic, wool does not matt as quickly and is easier to care for.

PES = POLYESTER & POLYESTER (RECYELED)
Polyester describes a synthetic (micro) fibre which was developed as an alternative to silk The microfibre is very low-maintenance and durable. Polyester is
often made from recycled material.

PP = POLYPROPYLENE
Polypropylene is the second most important plastic in the world. Polypropylene
fibres are lighter than water and, as such, absorb hardly any moisture. Thanks to
the high levels of surface tension, any moisture and sweat are quickly transferred
outside and away from the body. What’s more, PP is odourless and skin-friendly.
PU = POLYURETHANE
This fibre’s stand out characteristic is its high stretchability, which makes clothes fit better and means that they are more comfortable to wear. Fibres can
be stretched up to a maximum of seven times their length. With an elastane
content of 2-4%, the fabric stretches 25-30% more. In addition, such fibres
absorb minimal amounts of moisture and are both very hard-wearing and lowmaintenance.
WO = WOOL
In accordance with the Textile Labelling Act, a product is only labelled as containing wool if the material comes from an animal. As such, wool is a renewable
material. Wool has excellent thermal properties.
WP = ALPAKA
Luxury from the Andes. Alpacas produce one of the finest and highest-quality
animal hairs known as ‘exotic’ fibres. Camel, cashmere and yak hair are also
exotic fibres, for example. In total, they account for 0.5% of all animal hair produced worldwide. They are thus traded in very small quantities compared to
virgin wool.
WV = VIRGIN WOOL
Wool obtained exclusively from the shearing of living animals. It is regarded
as a wool of particularly high quality.
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3.5 QUALITY CONTROLS
All ZIENER products undergo multiple quality controls during and at the end of
the production process. During our strict tests we examine seam stitching, fit,
material, seam quality, wearing comfort and much more besides to ensure the
best quality when products arrive at our warehouse in Germany.
All ZIENER heated gloves are checked for their voltage and heating performance.
All gloves have a unique serial number which ensures that the technical production cycleis always fully traceable right back to the raw materialin the event of
a problem.

3.6 SUSTAINABLE & FAIR
For us, maintaining a voluntary commitment to specific social and environmental behavioural patterns is a matter of course for us.
All ZIENER products are manufactured under strict compliance with our code
of conduct and production sites are personally checked several times a year by
ZIENER employees. The ZIENER code of conduct includes compliance with legal
regulations and minimum standards. It guarantees the right to wage negotiations
and workers’ organizationsand forbids any form of discrimination.
We carefully monitor fair working conditions and compliance with minimum
wage payments which must cover living costs. This also includes compliance
with legal and industrial regulations regarding over time and compliance with
a 48-hour minimum working week. Child labour is illegal. Within the scope of
the ZIENER code of conduct workers may only be employed if they are 14 years
of age or older. Forced labour and physical punishment are strictly forbidden.
The production site must ensure that workplaces are safe and healthy. We confirm that our suppliers are chosen very carefully and according to a diverse
range of criteria. Our long-term working relationships are based on excellent
experience and mutual trust. We spare no expense and effort to monitor working
conditions regularly and as well as possible. Our production sites are located in
various countries in Asia and Eastern Europe. ZIENER does not have any production sites in Bangladesh.
Production site environmental management standards and handling and disposal of chemicals or other hazardous materials must exceed minimum legal
requirements.
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3.7. CONTACT

AUSTRIA

Kurt Schild
Gusswerk Eventfabrik GmbH
Gebäude 10, Haus D OG1
Söllheimerstr. 16
AT – 5020 Salzburg
Ph: +43 650-9802962
Fax.: +43 7752-21845
kurt.schild@inext.at

FRANCE

AC AGENCY
1 Square Chardin
FR – 78150
Le Chesnay-Rocquencourt
Ph.: +33 0647 849752
arnaudcoirier@hotmail.com

GERMANY
BELGIUM

SOOMIE BVBA
Tom Somers
Schijnbeemdenlaan 18A Bus 1
BE – 2110 Wijnegem
Ph.: +32 479 912106
somerstom@hotmail.com

BULGARIA

Maxsport 2000 Ltd
Bianka Boyanova
95, Kumata str.
BG – 1616 Sofia
Ph.: 		 +359 2 980 9401
Fax: 		 +359 2 981 7330
Mobil: +359 898 637568
boyanova@maxsport-bg.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

Bretton s.r.o.
Kodanská 1516/77
CZ – 10100 Praha 10
Ph.: +42 0272-088321
bretton@bretton.cz

FINLAND

VIT-Trading Oy
Timo Blom
Osuuskunnantie 33
FI – 00660 Helsinki
Ph.: +358 400-487367
timo.blom@vit-trading.fi

Franz Ziener GmbH & Co. KG
Schwedengasse 5
D – 82487 Oberammergau
Ph.: +49 8822-9206-0
Fax: +49 8822-9206-20
info@ziener.de
www.ziener.de

ISLAND

Útivera ehf
Skeifan 6
IS – 108 Reykjavik
Ph.: +354 533-4450
Fax: +354 533-4452
heidar@everest.is

ITALY

Basic Agency SRL
Via Ninz 61
IT – 39036 La Villa
in Badia (BZ)
Ph.: +39 0471-845565
ziener@basicagency.it

LUXEMBOURG

Uwe Weyrich
Im Brauer 20
D – 56841 Traben-Trarbach
Mobil: +49 1717552077

MOLDAVIA

SLR TRICOLUX / X-Style
Str. Colonita, 125
MD – 2044 Chisinau
Ph.: +373 22 444264
Fax: +373 22 430064
info@xstyle.md

NETHERLANDS

FR Business Solutions
Sports Business Center
Freddy van Veggel /
Ralf Schipper
Showroom C02
Plesmanstraat 1
NL – 3833 LA Leusden
Freddy van Veggel:
Ph.: +31 6 1152 87 45
freddy@vanveggelsportswear.com
Ralf Schipper:
Ph.: +31 6 5706 11 81
ralf@vanveggelsportswear.com
www.frbs.nl

SPAIN

CARVING SPORT, SL
POL. LA PAUL, SN
CTRA N330. Km 653
ESP – 22710 Castiello de Jaca
(Huesca)
Mobil: +34 974 363 490
info@carving-sport.com

SWEDEN

SSC AB
Rickard Skoog
Häggvägen 1B
S – 135 52 Tyresö
Mobil: +46 708 11 36 76
rs@sscsales.se

NORWAY

HAY AGENTURER
Pb. 21 Bekkelagshøgda
N – 1109 Oslo
Ph.: +47 9009 0000
tore@hay.no

POLAND

Rondo Co. Ltd.
Fabryczna 1a street
PL – 34-300 Zywiec
Ph: +48 33 861 32 02
Fax: +48 33 861 25 11
rondo@rondo-distribution.pl
www.rondo-distribution.pl

ROMANIA

TONIC CONSULTING &
MANAGEMENT SRL
Str. Ariesul Mare 5,bl
i12,sc.E,et.2,ap.69sect6
RO – 060792 Bucuresti
mircea.eremia@sportsshuttle.ro

SLOVENIA |
SERBIA |
CROATIA

Asa Naklo d.o.o.
Pivka 15 A
SI – 4202 Naklo
Ph.: +386 427-70-800
Fax: +386 427-70-801
info@asa.si

SWITZERLAND

Catrade AG
Martin Rubitschung
Industriestraße 15
CH – 6233 Büron LU
Ph.: +41 62-737-5560
Fax: +41 62-737-5570
info@catrade.ch
www.catrade.ch

TURKEY

TES Konfeksiyon Ltd. Sti.
Tes Plaza Atalay
Caddesi no 1 yeni sahra
TR – 34746 Ataşehir Istanbul
Ph.: +90 216 31720 01
Fax: +90 216 31720 02
erman@tesltd.com.tr
www.tesltd.com.tr

UK
IRELAND

MC Snowsports
Mike Crawford
1 Campsie Drive
GB – G61 3HY Bearsden, Glasgow
Mobil: +44 7866 262340
MCS@MikeCrawford.me
https://www.mikecrawford.me/
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HOW TO MEASURE CORRECTLY

3.7 SIZE CHART GARMENTS

1

2

3
5
4

1. Body size
2. Bust measurement
3. Waist
6

4. Hip measurement
5. Arm length

11

10,5

9,5

2,5

2,0

4,0

5,5

5,0

4,5

3,5

3,0

9,0

6. Inside leg length

Variante 1:
Platziere deine rechte Hand auf der orangen Handskizze:
Daumen und Zeigefinger so platzieren, dass die Handfläche auf dem
Startpunkt (roter Kreis) des schwarzen Pfeiles anliegt. (Seite 35)
Finger nicht spreizen, sondern möglichst nahe zusammen anlegen.
Größe wird an der breitesten Stelle des Handrückens mit Hilfe
der Linien abgelesen.
Variant 2:
Place the measuring tape around the widest part of the back of the hand
(without thumb) and measure
Inch measurement = Glove size
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SIZE CHART MAN
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DRESS SIZE

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

JACKETS
CHEST WIDTH

96-100cm

100-104cm

103-108cm

108-112cm

112-117cm

117-122cm

122-127cm

127-132cm

ARM LENGTH

68,5cm

69,5cm

70,5cm

71,5cm

72,5cm

73,5cm

74,5cm

75,5cm

PANTS
WAIST

80-84cm

84-88cm

88-92cm

92-97cm

97-102cm

102-106cm

106-111cm

111-116cm

HIP WIDTH

96-100cm

100-104cm

104-108cm

108-112cm

112-116cm

116-121cm

121-126cm

126-131cm

INSIDE LEG

80,0cm

80,5cm

81,5cm

82,5cm

83,0cm

84,0cm

84,5cm

85,5cm

B-SIZE – 5cm

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

L-SIZE + 5cm

94

98

102

106

110

114

118

–

RACE & ACCESSOIRES
BRACES

Body size: M 164 – 176cm I L 178 – 195cm

BELT

Unisex: 123cm

COACH JACKET

XS

S

M

L

XL

–

–

COACH PANTS

XS

S

M

L

XL

–

–

M

COACH COAT

M/L

L

–

RACESUIT
RACESUIT

S = 44-48

M = 46-50

L = 48-52

XL = 50-52

XXL = 52-54

XXXL = 54-56

–

–

GLOVES
SIZE

6

6,5

15,2cm

16,5cm

7,5

17,8cm

19cm

XS

SIZE
HAND EXTENSIVE

7

8

8,5

20,3cm

21,6cm

S

9

9,5

22,8cm

24,1cm

M

10

10,5

25,4cm

26,6cm

L

11

XL
27,9cm

HATS AND BANDS
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

Unisex = 56 – 58cm
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SIZE CHART LADY
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DRESS SIZE

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

JACKETS
CHEST WIDTH

83-87cm

87-91cm

90-95cm

95-99cm

99-104cm

104-109cm

109-114cm

ARM LENGTH

65,5cm

66,0cm

66,5cm

67,0cm

67,5cm

68,0cm

68,5cm

PANTS
WAIST

69-73cm

73-77cm

77-81cm

81-86cm

86-91cm

91-96cm

96-101cm

HIP WIDTH

90-94cm

94-98cm

98-103cm

103-108cm

108-113cm

113-118cm

118-123cm

INSIDE LEG

77,5cm

78,5cm

79cm

80cm

80,5cm

81,5cm

82,5cm

B-SIZE – 5cm

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

L-SIZE + 5cm

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

RACE & ACCESSOIRES
BRACES

Body size: M 164 – 176cm I L 178 – 195cm

BELT

Unisex: 123cm

COACH JACKET

–

XS

S

M

L

XL

COACH PANTS

–

XS

S

M

L

XL

–

COACH COAT

S

M

L

RACESUIT
S = 34-38

RACESUIT

M = 36-40

L = 38-42

XL = 42-44

XXL = 44-46

GLOVES
SIZE

6

6,5

15,2cm

16,5cm

SIZE
HAND EXTENSIVE

7

7,5

17,8cm

19cm

XS

8

8,5

20,3cm

21,6cm

S

84

Unisex = 56 – 58cm

9,5

22,8cm

24,1cm

M

HATS AND BANDS
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

9

10

10,5

25,4cm

26,6cm

L

11

XL
27,9cm

SIZE CHART MINIS & JUNIOR
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MINIS

BODY SIZE = DRESS SIZE
86

92

98

104

110

116

ALTER

1,5-2,5

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

KÖRPERGRÖSSE

86cm

92cm

98cm

104cm

110cm

116cm

33,5cm

35,5cm

38cm

40,5cm

43cm

45,5cm

30cm

33cm

36,5cm

40cm

43,5cm

47cm

116

128

140

152

164

DRESS SIZE

ARMLÄNGE
INNENBEINLÄNGE

JUNIOR

BODY SIZE = DRESS SIZE
104

DRESS SIZE

176

4-5

6-7

8-9

10-11

12-13

14-15

16

BODY SIZE

104cm

116cm

128cm

140cm

152cm

164cm

176cm

ARM LENGTH

40,5cm

45cm

49,5cm

54,0cm

59,0cm

64,0cm

69,0cm

42cm

49cm

56,0cm

63,0cm

69,0cm

75,0cm

81,0cm

–

–

–

AGE

INSIDE LEG
COACH COAT

S

BRACES

Body size: S 116 – 152cm I M 164 – 176cm

RACESUIT

According to body sizes

S/M

GLOVES
SIZE

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

5,5

6

6,5

AGE

1

1-2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

80cm

86cm

92cm

98cm

104cm

110cm

116cm

122cm

128cm

134cm

140cm

146cm

152cm

158cm

164cm

170cm

176cm

BODY SIZE

7

7,5

–

SNOWBOARD

–

–

–

XS

S

M

L

XL

–

NORDIC

–

–

–

S

M

L

XL

–

–

HATS AND BANDS
SIZE

S

AGE

5-12

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

50-53cm

BODY SIZE

116-164cm
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Franz Ziener GmbH & Co. KG
Schwedengasse 5 . 82487 Oberammergau I Germany
Phone +49 (0)8822 92060 . Fax +49 (0)8822 920620
info@ziener.de . www.ziener.com

Climate neutral
company
since 2020.

